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Thousands worth of software stolen

ment at 8:52 p.m. Feb. 7 to re
port finding the lockers had been
Lockers were ransacked and tampered with. Lt. John Ander
assorted software valued at about son and Sgt. John Coughlin re
$8,500 was stolen during a break- sponded to the call.
in on the second floor of Bldg.
Several clubs had meetings
14, the first robbery of its kind at in the building the day of the
UNF.
robbery and police are trying to
According to police records, determine exactly who they were
although the building itself was in an attempt to gain more in
not broken into, 29 of 32 lockers formation about the crime,
in the student club commons Anderson said.
area were jimmied open, and
Stolen articles included a
student and club property was scanner, assorted computer soft
taken.
ware and some computer games.
In addition to the broken
Daymon Aldridge, president
lockers, the Maclub office was of the Maclub, said $8,543 worth
entered and computer diskettes of software, petty cash and as
sorted materials were stolen from
were removed.
According to the police re- the organization.
port, Spinnaker Production Man“They cleaned out most of
ager William Cashman said the our resource library,” he said.
building was secure when he left “That’s about two-and-a-half
at 2 a.m. Feb. 7, and Gregory years worth of work all gone.”
Smith, of the Information CenThe police have been get
ter, unlocked the club commons ting conflicting reports about
at 3 p.m. Feb. 7. Smith reported whether or not the outside doors
that he noticed the lockers were to the building were open when
ajar but didn’t realize any crime the thefts occurred, but there
had been committed, so he didn’t was no forced entry aside from
report the incident at that time. the broken lockers, Anderson
Warren Davis, president of said.
the Chess Club, and Smith conStudents and staff members
tacted the UNF Police DepartSee Buglary page 2
By Lynn Friday
Staff Writer

Maclub cleaned out

Ken Trevarthan∕ Photo Editor

Sgt. John Coughlin, of the UNF Police Department, dusts for fingerprints during the investigation of
the break-in of the lockers in the in the club commons area of Bldg. 14 Feb. 7. All 29 of the lockers
which were jimmied open were dusted for prints, but no suspects have been arrested in connection
with the incident.

Student athletes must Undertake the Career Adventure
make the grade
By Dawn Stockdale
Contributing Writer

By Art Johnson
Contributing Writer

Student athletes
at
UNF have to work as hard on
their academic achievement as
well as their athletic perfor
mance if they wish to continue
participating in their chosen
sports.
In addition to having to
meet admissions requirements
that are much tougher than
those of many other learning
institutions, UNF student ath
letes must also meet UNF's
more stringent requirements,
including semester-by-semester eligibility checks, to stay in
school, according to Athletic
Director John Ratliff. He also
stated that many other schools
in the NCAA check eligibility
only once a year.
Student athletes must con
tinue to meet UNF's stringent
academic requirements as the
university makes the transition
from the NAIA to the NCAA
- Division II.
In fall UNF will drop its
affiliation with the NAIA and
become part of the NCAA’s
eight-member Sunshine State
Conference. Ratliff hopes
UNF’s tough standards will set
a precedent in its new confer
ence.
"We would like to set an
example for the Sunshine State
Conference that academics is
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a priority. The conference
could make a strong statement
to the NCAA that they will
initiate a semester-by-semester eligibility check.” said
Ratliff.
UNF, along with all of the
other colleges and universities
in the State University System
of Florida, follows the student
admissions guidelines estab
lished by the Florida Board of
Regents, according to Ratliff.
These demanding state stan
dards include, but aren’t lim
ited to, a sliding admissions
scale, which establishes mini
mum grade point averages and
admissions test scores, and a
minimum of 19 required aca
demic core courses and ap
proved electives.
Exceptions to these admission requirements may be
granted if the university pro
vides evidence that the
student’s overall academic per
formance justifies the waiving
of the requirements. Each in
stitution may also establish its
own standards even higher
than those required by the
state.
UNF’s tough admission re
quirements often prevent good
athletes from entering the uni
versity, according to Brian
Zwicker, a freshman tennis
player majoring in computer
See Athletes page 2

Students wanting to increase
their chances of finding a job
after graduation will have an
opportunity to do just that
March 17.
The Business Association
Council (BAC) will be conducting their first Career Adventure. The purpose of this free
event is to better prepare the
students for the job market by
providing them with the chance
to meet with representatives
from the local business community. So far, nearly 20 businesses
have accepted the invitation of
BAC to participate. Some of
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those companies are Vistakon,
CSX, IBM, Prudential Securi
ties, and several area banks.
“The focus of this program is
to spotlight students and to in
troduce UNF students to our
community job market,” said
Stacy Chaffin, president of BAC.
“[The representatives] will be
addressing how to research a
company, write a resume and
market [the applicant] in an in
terview,” he said.
Dean Edward Johnson, of the
College of Business, has been
guiding BAC in setting up the
seminar. The idea came from a
similar event he was involved
with in Colorado. That seminar

attracted about 2,000 students.
He anticipates 500 students will
attend this one.
Since this forum introduces
students to actual business asso
ciates, it will be realistic in terms
of learning about the demands
of potential bosses. The visiting
representatives will enlighten
students on how to increase the
chances of securing a job by shar
ing information on how stu
dents can lead, organize and ex
pose their skills, Chaffin said.
Five sessions, each lasting 75
minutes, will be conducted
throughout the day, beginning
at 9 a.m. The sessions will feasee Career page 4
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At a glance

State
Three students slain
in Daytona Beach
Three students and another
man were slain Feb. 12 inaparking lot across from BethuneCookman College in Daytona
Beach, in what police are calling a case of mistaken identity.
The four men who have been
arrested in the shootings had an
altercation with several men in
a fast-food restaurant, and later,
intent on settling the dispute,
they shot four men as they got
out of a parked car.
But the victims had not been
involved in the dispute and were
not the intended targets, according to a police spokesman.
The victims included two
Bethune-Cookman College
freshmen and a former student,
and a Daytona Beach Community College student who had
been on their way to a party.

Ken Trevarthan/Photo Editor

UNF Macintosh User Group President Dayman Aldridge surveys his club’s now-empty locker, a
locker that had been filled with software and computer equipment before the break-in Feb. 7 in the
club commons area of Bldg. 14.

Rolling confesses to
Gainesville murders
After nearly three years of
publically maintaining his innocence in the horrific killings
of five UF students, Danny
Harold Rolling described to investigators details of the murders only the killer would know.
Sources say a fellow inmate
of Rolling’s was instrumental in
Rolling talking with investigators about the killings. The inmate is seeking a reduction of
his life sentence for a 1976 mur
der, although the sources would
not say whether the inmate had
been promised anything.
Investigators believe Rolling,
38, because he told them how
the students were killed and how
the knife wounds were inflicted,
the layout of the murder scenes
and how the victims were se
lected.
Rolling is serving five life
terms for unrelated burglaries
and robberies. If convicted in
the Gainesville slayings he could
face the electric chair.

Local
Millions proposed
for downtown
redevelopment
Mayor Ed Austin proposed a
$238.5 million bond issue Fri
day for yet another downtown
redevelopment project.
The money Austin plans to
borrow for the River City Re
naissance project includes $49
million for Gator Bowl renova
tions, $29 million for a new
downtown library to be built
across the street from the present
one, $25 million to buy and con
vert the St. James Building at
Hemming Plaza for city use and
rehabilitate the current City
Hall.
Other improvements include
those planned to Wolfson Park,
the Coliseum, the Florida The
atre and the Civic Auditorium.
It is projected there will be
opposition from some City
Council members as well as the
public.

Compiled by Paula Rausch
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Investigating officers Lloyd Hendry and James Harrell, of the UNF Police Department, conduct the
on-scene investigation Feb. 7 after the reported break-in of the lockers in the club commons area of
Bldg. 14.

Athletes
continued from page 1

information systems.
“There's a lot of good players
out there that can’t get into UNF
because of their SATs or GPAs.
They end up going to other
schools with lower admissionrequirements, such as Clemson.”
said Zwicker.
The NCAA's general requirements for academic eligibility are less strict than those of
the University System of Florida.
The NCAA’s minimum test
score requirement is 150 fewer
points on the SAT and four fewer
points on the ACT than UNF
requires. Furthermore, the
NCAA requires students to successfully complete only 11 aca
demic and elective courses in
high school, eight fewer courses
than UNF requires.
The NAIA’s regulations on
student athlete eligibility, like
those of the NCAA, are also
much more relaxed than UNF's.
Once enrolled, UNF student
athletes must meet several addi
tional requirements to maintain
their academic eligibility, ac
cording to Ratliff. To begin with,
they must enroll in and successfully complete at least 12 hours
per semester. After their fourth
semester, according to Ratliff,
the minimum 12 hours required
must be targeted toward a spe
cific degree. Student athletes
must also pass 24 credit hours

within the last two preceding
terms to maintain their eligibility.No more than six credit hours
from the summer semester can
be applied toward this requirement. The 24-credit-hour rule
is also a standard requirement of
the NAIA.
Additionally, the student
athletes must have a minimum
GPA of 2.0 by their junior year,
Ratliff said. Currently, the
NCAA requires only a GPA of
1.8 at the same point in a student athlete’s academic career.
Several students at UNF confirmed the athletic department’s
strong emphasis on academic
performance. Zwicker said the
tennis coach realizes the importance of good grades.
“Instead of making us practice through the end of the semester, Coach Jenks gave us
three weeks off to prepare for
finals.”
Baseball pitcher Alberto
“Tito” Lowinger, a senior majoring in finance, also confirmed
the athletic department’s commitment to academic excellence.
“Coach Rhodes emphasizes
it as much or more than sports.
He pushes you to study. They’ll
even find tutors for people that
need them.”
Faculty members are also
aware
of the
athletic
department’s desire for its athletes to succeed academically as
well as competitively.
Dr. Donna Mohr, interim

chairwomen ofmathematics and
statistics, said, “I know they
make a strong effort to help the
students by finding tutorial help
and encouraging them to be
strong in their study habits.”
Student athletes acknowledged that maintaining good
grades while participating in
school sports isn't always easy.
Senior Kathleen “Katie”
Mahoney, who plays both vol
leyball and softball, said her
schedule is often hectic.
“You’re going from one sport
to another, and that leaves you
with little time to study, but you
have to keep good grades to keep
playing. You have to perform in
school to stay on a team.”
She also felt that there should
be additional emphasis by the
athletic department on academics. One way to accomplish this,
according to Mahoney, would
be to bring back a previously
discontinued study hall for those
who need it.
For Lowinger, maintaining
the balance between athletics
and academics has been harder
than he had originally thought.
“During the season is the
hardest part because of all of the
traveling. But as long as you
keep on your studies and don’t
get behind, it’s not that bad.”
Keeping after their studies
has paid off for the student athletes. Ratliff stated that 69 percent of the athletes who entered
school during the 1986-87
school year graduated in August

with a legitimate reason for access to the rooms have keys, said
Doug Covey, director of student
development. The doors to the
area are normally kept locked
from 10 p.m. to 10 a.m. and on
weekends, he said.
But despite this policy,
Anderson said he has been informed the doors to the senate
chambers, which is adjacent to
the club commons, were often
unlocked leaving access to the
commons area.
“Most people feel it’s somebody familiar with the area and
its operation,” Aldridge said.
Anderson said police feel the
robbery was committed by some
one affiliated with the univer
sity, probably a student.
“It’s a shame we can’t have a
secure area for the students to
use and feel safe with,” Ander
son said.
Aldridge said he has been
trying to get better storage fa
cilities for the Maclub for some
time.
“It’s... a major set-back, but
we’ll go on,” he said.
The police have no suspects
in the case and would appreciate
any information that might lead
to any arrests.
The university community
needs to work together to help
keep something like this from
happening again, Anderson said.
He suggested that people make
sure office doors are locked when
not in use.
“If anyone noticed anything
suspicious between 3 a.m. and 9
p.m. Feb. 7 in Bldg. 14, please
contact the police department,”
Anderson said. Please Specify
case No. 930783.
The Advisory Council of
Student Organization Presidents
(ACSOP) is offering a $50 re
ward for information leading to
the apprehension of the burglars.

1991.
This rate is more than double
the 34 percent overall graduation rate for the class of ’91.
Only two of the original 13 student athletes in the class left in
bad academic standing, which
translates to an 85 percent success rate, according to Ratliff.
The academic success isn’t a
surprise to some of the faculty
here. Dr. Mamie A. Jones, assistant professor of English, stated
that student athletes in her
classes take their grades seriously.
“Some of the very best students I’ve had have been student athletes. As a group, they
tend to take their studies more
seriously.”
She added, “The students
that have come here to play
sports have made my classroom
a more stimulating learning environment.”
In regard to the overall quality and future of UNF’s athletic
program and its contribution to
the university, Ratliff is confident and optimistic.
“Athletics is an integral part
of the university community. In
that respect, we insist that our
athletes are students first and
have to produce in the classroom before producing on the
field of competition. With the
addition of five new team sports,
athletics will help make UNF a
more traditional campus. It will
provide an outlet for students,
not only as competitors but also
as spectators.”
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Recreating “God’s Trombones”
President Adam Herbert preaches one of the “sermons” during
the first local performance of African-American poet James Weldon
Johnson’s “God’s Trombones” at the Andrew A. Robinson Theatre
Feb. 5. SGA President Lavon Banks also performed.
Johnson, a Jacksonville native, was ascholar, journalist, composer
of literature and songs, philosopher, foreign diplomat an political
activist, and was a pivotal figure in the Harlem Renaissance.
“God’s Trombones” is the culmination of the prodigious talent
and variety of Johnson’s life experiences and insights.
The work celebrates the particular genius of African people and
their descendants, whose culture is based on the oral tradition where
speech and song are pivotal. It liberates a black voice that can be
heard by everyone because it is a collective voice. The “sermons”
articulate the universal hunger for compassion andspiritual fulfillment
with an exhilarating communal experience.
As a final gesture of its significance, Johnson was buried, at his
request, with a copy of “God’s Trombones” in his hands.

Auction proceeds going, going, gone Who's who? And why?
To benefit scholarship fund

96 UNF students nominated
By Tom Kopacz

By Lynn Friday
Staff Writer

A recent gathering that be
gan as a quiet police auction
quickly escalated into a frenzy of
laughter and excitement for stu
dents and faculty alike who came
to try to negotiate the deal of the
century.
The cold, rainy weather did
not deter the group of 100 plus
gathered outside Bldg. 4.
Lt. John Anderson of the
campus police began the “Lost
and Found and Abandoned Prop
erty Auction” when he stood on
a bench behind the police de
partment and dangled a plastic
bag full of miscellaneous jewelry
in front of eager on-lookers. A
young girl bid excitedly against
other anxious bidders on the un
known pieces, winning the bag
of treasures for $5.
The auction quickly escalated

as increasingly valuable articles
were put temptingly in front of
the now-frenzied participants.
An old pocketwatch went
for $32. Another, with a gold
cover, raised $12 for the student
scholarship fund that the auc
tion proceeds went to benefit.
“It was stolen,” Anderson said
of the watch in reaction to the
successful bidder’s low bid.
The offer of a l4k gold wed
ding band brought laughter from
the group, many of whom
backed away because of the fear
of its symbolism. But the laugh
ter turned to sympathy as Ander
son read the name “Marie” that
was engraved on the inside of
the band. The ring eventually
brought another $18 to the
scholarship fund.
The group drew close to
Anderson and became excited

when what looked like a Rolex
watch was held up. But the fury
quickly died down when it was
exposed as an imitation.
“I’ve got a fake Rolex,”
Anderson said, drawing laugh
ter from the crowd and another
$5 for the fund.
Meanwhile, two nearby ar
eas were occupied by auction
eers offering items such as um
brellas, calculators and textbooks
for bid. A Sony tape recorder
was quickly snapped up for $2.
Auctioneers held the big
ticket items for last - an array of
bicycles. Prices ranged from $5
for a 10-speed bike needing a lot
of repairs to $70.
All the items were sold and
the police department netted a
total of $831.67 for the student
scholarship fund. Not bad for an
hour’s work.

Ken Trevarthan/Photo Editor

Lt. John Anderson, UNF Police Department, holds up a bracelet for the inspection of the bidding
crowd at the police auction held behind Bldg. 4 Feb. 5.

Sex a drag when blitzed, posters say
(CPS) - A psychology pro
fessor, weary of trying to con
vince skeptical students of the
dangers of alcohol, has finally
gotten their attention with a
new poster thatgraphically dem
onstrates problems with mixing
sex and booze.
The posters, which begin
with the word “caution” and spell
out how a blood alcohol count
of .05 to .10 can destroy roman
tic liaisons, are targeted at col-

lege-age men and posted on the
walls of fraternity restrooms.
Michael Kalsher, an assistant
professor of psychology at
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
in New York, who heads a team
that is developing informative
alcohol-warning posters, said the
signs are very successful.
Students are also more likely
to read posters above urinals or
inside toilet stalls than labels on
beer bottles, Kalsher said.

“To read some warnings a
person has to turn the bottle
sideways and read the fine print,
spilling beer on the fl∞r. And
many college parties serve beer
in paper cups that have no warn
ing labels,” he said.
Other posters developed by
the Rensselaer team emphasize
alcohol-related risks such as traf
fic accidents, loss of drivers’ li
censes, brain damage and arrest
re∞rds.

Staff Writer

Ninety-six UNF students
were nominated for the 1993
edition of “Who’s Who
Among Students in Ameri
can Universities and Col
leges.” And then they were
asked to buy the book.
“Who’s Who” is an annual
publication of Randall Pub
lishing of Tuscaloosa, Ala. It
lists what each college names
as its top students, as long as
the students return paperwork
sent by the company request
ing biographical information.
There is no charge to the stu
dent to be included in the
publication.
Student Affairs staffers se
lected the students based on
GPA and community involve
ment, according to Mary
McConville of Student Af
fairs. She said to be consid
ered students must have a 2.0
GPA and be a junior, senior or
graduate student at UNF.
McConville said any fac
ulty member could nominate
students for consideration, but
not many did. “(The 96 stu
dents] were practically every
body that was submitted.”
Caroline Spurrier, Randall
Publishing’s public relations
director, said while her com
pany does tell each school how
many students it may nomi
nate, it doesn’t set the mini
mum eligibility requirements
for those students.
“They go by their own re
quirements,” she said. “We
don’t have anything to do with
that.” Each university is al
lowed to nominate between 1
and 1.5 percent of its total
enrollment, based on the size
of the school. UNFs alloca
tion - 96 students - is about 1
percent of its enrollment.
The purpose of the b∞k is
basically to give students an
achievement to use on their
resumes, said Tina Lollar, also
of Randall Publishing.
Anyone can purchase cop-

ies of the book for $35.95, or
$40.95 for the gold-edged edi
tion, and all of those nomi
nated are mailed letters asking
if they’d like to buy a copy.
Lollar said the book is usually
purchased by students, parents
and some libraries. The book
lists about 45,000 to 50,000
students.
SGA Senator Frank
Goodin said he will be included
in the 1993 edition “most likely
because of my extracurricular
activities here.”
He said he didn’t know what
the requirements for nomina
tion were, but said, “It’s nice to
be recognized nationally.”
Recent graduate Elizabeth
Healy said her name was sub
mitted by Dr. Roland Buck of
Student Affairs. Healy said she
thought she’d been selected,
“Because of all the work I did...
with the Women’s Center.”
But she didn’t return the
required paperwork before the
deadline and won’tbe included.
Asked how she felt about
the publication, Healy replied,
“At first there’s the prestige of
being nominated, but they push
pretty hard to sell the book.”
She said she had already
applied and been hired for her
current job at Chemical Mort
gage before her notification of
the nomination.
The latest edition available
at the UNF library is from 1989,
and was delivered in June of
1990, according to Victoria
Stanton, library department
head. She said the library has
claimed more recent editions,
but they have not been deliv
ered.
The University of West
Florida, whose student popula
tion is about 8,000, had 25
students listed in the 1992 edi
tion of “Who’s Who,” accord
ing to UWF spokesman Belinda
Gelman, who added that UWF
required nominees to have a
3.0 GPA. She said she did not
know how many students
would be in the ’93 edition.

The poster says:
Caution: Sexual Performance
•At blood alcohol levels (BAC) between.05 and.10your
sexual arousal is greatly reduced.
•At BAC's above .10 your ability to have an orgasm will
be inhibited or eliminated.
∙Alcohol impairment greatly increases your chances of
engaging in “regrettable sex,” sex encounters that you later
regret.
•Alcohol impairment makes it less likely that you’ll
practice safe sex, increasing your chances of getting sexually
transmitted diseases such as AIDS.
•Heavy alcohol use by men reduces testosterone levels
and can result in shrinking of the testicles and impotence.
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Career
continued from page 1
ture 30 different workshops, in
cluding such areas as public
relations/advertising, mortgage
banking, tax accounting, retail,
entrepreneurship, transporta
tion and human resources. Also
included will be job research,
resume reviews and mock inter

views.
The one aspect of this event
that makes it unique to UNF
career expositions is the expo
sure of students to the realities
of the business world. It also
hopes to show the Jacksonville
business community the cred
ibility of the UNF student body
as potential employees.
As a reminder of the stu
dents’ capabilities, BAC will be
comprising a booklet of resumes

to give to the visiting compa
nies. Students wishing to have
their resumes published in the
booklet should bring a clean,
typed copy no more than one
page in length to the Career
Development Office located in
Bldg. 2, Rm. 2086. The resumes
will be categorized by major. To
cover the cost of printing, a $5
check should be submitted with
the resume. The deadline to sub
mit resumes is March 5.

Government says
more jobs—by 2005

(GXP) Although the short
term job picture may not look
bright, there’s some good news
for college students preparing to
enter the job market. The U.S.
Department of Labor recently
projected that despite the
nation’s struggling economy, 24
million more jobs will be avail
able throughout the 1990s and
4:00-5:00
2:30-3:45
10:30-11:45
1:00-2:15
Bldg 14, Rm. 9:00-10:15
into the 21st century.
According to the 1992 OcSales
Product
Market
PR/
Sales
1601
cupational Outlook released by
Development
Research
Advertising
the Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS), most of these jobs will
Investments/
Banking
Insurance
Corporate
1602
Mortgage
require advanced education.
Financial
Banking
Finance
The Occupational Outlook
looks
at employment trends over
Corporate
Health Care
Tax
Government
Big 6
1603
a
13-year
period with the 1992
Accounting
Administration
Accounting
Accounting
report focusing on 1992 to 2005.
In compiling the outlook the
Entrepreneurship Retail
Government
Manufacturing
Distribution/
1604
BLS
placed jobs from various
Wholesaling
industries into categories. Based
on examinations of economic,
International Services
1605
Human Re Transportation
Co-op
social and technological trends,
Internship
Management
Business
Logistics
sources Mgt.
estimates of future demand for
these jobs were produced.
Should
I
Purchasing/
Economics
Real Estate
Information
1606
The BLS suggested that
Pursue
an
Ad

Buying
Systems
vanced Degree? changing technology and busi
ness practices, combined with
How to get a Job - Kelly Mannell, Right Associates
Senate
society’s shifting needs for goods
Chamber
(Job Search, Resume Writing, Interviewing)
and services, will restructure the
work force, creating employ
ment in many industries and
Club
Resume Review
unemployment in others.
Commons
The 1992 report indicates
the industries which are ex
pected to show the greatest rates
Mock interviews throughout the day. Sign up in the Career Resource Center.
Club
of growth tend to employ work
Commons
ers with college degrees.
Conference
Factors such as advanced

Career Conference Workshops

technology and increased for-

The Career Adventure
will help you to learn more
about careers in business!
During the course of the
day, students can attend a
number of interactive
question and answer semi
nars pertaining to their
interest. The information
you gain will help you in
the process of obtaining a
job after graduation, or for
an internship while you
are still in school. The
Career Adventure will
show you how to produce
a polished resume, and im
prove your oral and writ
ten presentation skills.
You will also receive infor
mation on interviewing
and job search strategies.
Sessions will be held in
the Andrew Robinson
Student Life Center.

eign competition have limited
job opportunities for individu
als possessing only high school
diplomas.
Employment in manufacturing, once a major source of jobs
for workers lacking college
preparation, has declined
steadily since 1979 as a result of
automation. The BLS projects
another 600,000 jobs in the in
dustry will be lost by 2005.
Nearly 50 percent of the ad
ditional jobs projected to be
available by 2005 are expected
to come from service-producing
industries.
The BLS also predicts the
government will become a ma
jor source of jobs in the future.
Demands on state and local gov
ernments to provide education
and repair or replace bridges and
roads will contribute to the need
for government workers.
In addition to summarizing
changes anticipated in the labor
force, the outlook provides de
tailed employment data for jobs
in several categories.
Here’s a look at the BLS fore
cast for jobs in the following
areas:
•Executive, administrative
and managerial
Jobs in this area are expected
to grow faster than average as a
result of more complex business
practices and economic growth.
Due to large numbers of appli-

See Jobs page 5

RESUME BOOKS

Stop
dragon
your
feet

Resumes will be distributed
to all participating employers.
Resumes are due by Friday,
March 5, 1993. Please return
them to Career Development,
Founders’ Hall (Building 2/
Room 2086) along with a $5.00
check made out to Business As
sociation Council. Resumes
MUST be on white paper and
ONE PAGE ONLY. Do not
forget to list what business ma
jor you would like your resume
listed under in the book.

PRACTICE INTERVIEWS
These sessions will provide
you with the perfect opportu
nity to test your interviewing
skills. The practice interviews
will be conducted by human
resource professionals from
Jacksonville area businesses.
Sign-up in advance in Career
Development, Founders Hall
(Building 2/2086). Each prac
tice interview will last one-half
hour.

RESUME REVIEW

(Building 14/Room 1601-1606)

It's your future....
learn as much as
you can now!

THE
C
AREER
ADVENTURE
Wednesday, March

17

∙

9 A.M.

to 5:15

P.M.

Resume critiques will be
conducted in the club commons
area of the Andrew Robinson
Student Life Building from 9:00
a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Bring your
partial or complete resume and
have it evaluated by a human
resources professional.
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cants and more technical requirements for jobs in this category, the BLS suggests job seekers with work experience, specialized in training or graduate
degrees, and computer skills will
have the most success.
•Professional specialty
This job category includes
engineers, architects, lawyers,
teachers, computer researchers
and technicians, social and recreational workers, performing
artists, etc.
Although this group as a
whole is expected to grow faster
than average, the BLS said
growth rates for individual jobs
within the group will vary.
Physical therapists, operations research analysts, human
services workers and computer
analysts are projected to grow
faster than average whereas librarians, musicians, physicists
and astronomers, mining,
nuclear and petroleum engineers will grow slowly. Most of
the new jobs in this category are

expected to be in education and
health services.
•Technicians and related
support occupations
Technology will create rapid
employment growth for some
jobs in this category and trigger
declines in others. While the
number ofcomputer-related jobs
is expected to rise, the BLS anticipates the need for broadcast
technicians and air traffic controllers will be reduced as a result
of labor-saving technology.
The expandedneedfor health
services will contribute to significant growth in health-related
professions.
In terms of overall employment, the BLS reports jobs in
this category will grow faster than
those in any other.
•Marketing and sales
The need for financial, travel
and other services provided by
jobs in this group is expected to
stimulate average growth. But
the BLS predicts this growth will
be slower than it has been in the
previous years because a majority of the jobs are in slow-growing industries such as retail and
wholesale trade.
A large number of both full

LEGAL CAREER? INTERESTED IN THE LAW?
READ: A Layman’s Guide to the Law
A book for pleasure-readers about what lawyers know. Use this 300
page easy-to-read, informative guide to learn what lawyers know about:

□ personal injury □ trust & wills
□ contracts
□ family law
□ criminal law
□ bankruptcy
□ real estate law □ court procedure
Plus: Find out about law school and how to hire
the best lawyer and make them work for you!

TO ORDER: Send $14.95 plus $2.95 S & H for each book ordered to:

A Layman’s Guide to the Law
T & T Publishing Co.
P.O. Box 330845
Atlantic Beach, FL
32233-0845
Please allow 6 weeks for delivery
CALL (904) 221-9669 for informational phone message on:

A Layman’s Guide to the Law
Bouve College of
Pharmacy and
Health Sciences
Now that you have—

offers

or almost have—your

Post-Baccalaureate

degree, where do you go

you find

opportunities to
build a rewarding
future in a
dynamic and

such as:

A Healthy Answer
To “Where Do
I Go From
Here?”

Northeastern

University’s Post
Baccalaureate Programs
in the Allied Health Profes

sions are very positive
answers to the question of
your career.

At Northeastern, you’ll

find the education you
need—plus valuable ex

perience through clinical

practice courses at our
clinical affiliates.

time and part-time positions
are expected to open for cashiers and retail sales workers as a
result of high turnover rates.
According to the outlook,
well-trained, personable individuals who enjoy selling will
have the best opportunities.
•Administrative support
Although this group will
continue to provide the largest
number of jobs, growth between 1992 and 2005 is expected to be slower than average. Increased automation will
reduce the need for typists, word
processors, bookkeepers, accounting and auditing clerks
and phone operators. However
the need for teacher aides, receptionists and information
clerks should grow.
Many occupations in this
category have high turnover
rates. As a result, job opportunities, though slow-growing,
are projected to be abundant.
•Service occupations
The BLS expects jobs in
this category to grow faster than
average due to a growing population that requires the services
these industries provide.
While growing concern
over crime is predicted to increase, the number of guards
employed and employment

Gain

growth for police officers is only
expected to be average due to
cuts in local government spending.
Health service occupations,
including home health aides,
medical assistants and nursing
aides, are projected to grow faster
than average in response to the
aging population and expanding health-care industry.
The BLS reports that healthcare professionals will make up
the largest number of the overall
increase predicted for this group.
•Mechanics, installers and
repairers
Employment is expected to
grow at an average rate due to
continued reliance on mechanical and electronic equipment,
but projections for growth vary
for each occupation within the
group.
For example, computer and
office machine repairer will be
among the fastest-growing jobs
as a result of expanded computer
use, while the number of communications equipment mechanics, repairers and installers
jobs will decline because of labor-saving technology.
The above forecast offers job
seekers quick access to information on employment prospects
in various industries but is only

part of the job search.
The BLS suggests people
should match their goals and
abilities to the tasks involved
with a job when they begin to
look for employment. Other factors worth consideration are the
education required for a position and job location.
In addition to the Occupa
tional Outlook the BLS publishes
several other sources of employment information.
The Occupational Outlook
Handbook offers detailed data on
a variety of jobs, including information of the nature of the
work, qualifications and wages.
Occupational Projections and
Training Data supplements the
handb∞k and contains both
current and projected employment figures for more than 500
occupations.
The UNF Library has all of
these resources. Ask the reference librarian or check LUIS for
their locations.
Additional information on
local job growth and labor market conditions can be obtained
from the Florida Job Service
Offices in Jacksonville. Call the
N. Market Street office at 7984780 or the Southside office at
730-6255.

valuable experience and

ENHANCE YOUR RESUME
THE

Programs

expanding field?

world famous

Source: CPC Salary Survey, 1992, College Placement Council.

Certification

from here?
Where do

Average Starting Salaries Offered to Students Who
Graduated Between September, 1991 and August, 1992

SPINNAKER
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Information
Administration

• Medical

Laboratory Science

IS LOOKING FOR:

• Respiratory Therapy
Call (617) 437-3321

and explore the possibilities
with us now!
Bouve College of
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Science Build

ing, Northeastern
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ton, MA 02115.
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by the Spinnaker office in Bldg. 14, Rm. 2608
WHERE applications ARE AVAILABLE OR CALL 646-2727.

Stop

Macintosh experience a plus.
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Spring Broke?

Waste Away in Margaritaville Margarita Island - off the Venezuelan Coast

As Close to the Equator as You Want to Be!

Party Bus Transportation
available to/from Miami International Airport
FROM: UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA ∙ FSU
• UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA AT GAINESVILLE
• FLORIDA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
• ECKARD COLLEGE ∙ ROLLINS COLLEGE
• UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN FLORIDA
• FLORIDA AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL
UNIVERSITY ∙ JACKSONVILLE UNIVERSITY

WHAT TO DO ON THE ISLAND?
JOIN THE "ALL YOU CAN DRINK”
* BOOZE CRUISE * ALL DAY BEACH PARTIES *
BONFIRE BEACH BLAST * HAPPY HOURS
* POOL PARTIES

-FUN IN THE SUN* VOLLEYBALL * TENNIS * HORSEBACK RIDING
* BEACH SPORTS

• FUN IN THE WATER-

* SNORKELING * SURFING * SCUBA DIVING
* PARASAILING

- FUN AT NIGHT * DISCOS * GAMBLING * ALL NIGHT CLUBS
* AMUSEMENT PARK * DOG TRACK
* SPECIAL STUDENT RATE WITH I.D. - BASED ON PURCHASE OF
FOUR (4) DISCOUNTED $459. AIRFARES. SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY.
AIRPORT DEPARTURE TAX NOT INCLUDED.

7 NIGHTS / 8 DAYS
IN THE SUN!!!!

COMPLIMENTARY
PACKAGE INCLUDES:
* round trip airfare from
MIAMI INTERNATIONAL
* ISLAND AIRPORT SHUTTLE
* ROOM TAX
* LUXURIOUS CONDOS
- QUAD OCCUPANCY
* 1 & 2 BEDROOM SUITES FOR
DOUBLES, TRIPLES AVAILABLE

ACCOMMODATIONS FEATURE:
•KITCHENETTES
•SATELLITE TV
•AIR-CONDITIONING
•GIANT SWIMMING POOL
•TENNIS COURTS ∙ GYM
•HEALTH CLUB
•TROPICAL BAR ∙ RESTAURANTS
and much more...

AIR MARGARITA
Call the Spinnaker for Details at 646-2727
valid passport REQUIRED
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-News BriefsThe surveys are
coming! The sur
veys are coming!
Students asked for a voice they’re getting it. Students are
being asked to participate in a
course survey, which will be
coming out in mid-March, to
help determine which courses
will be offered beginning Fall
’93. Students should see their
advisers now so they’ll know
what to request.

Free eye exams
Free vision screening by Vision Works will be done on
March 2 in Bldg. 14, Rm. 1601,
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. For more
information contact Student
Health Services at 646-2900.

Maclub seeking
donations
The Maclub lost items worth
$8,543 in a recent campus burglary. They are now in great
need of equipment and software
donations. If you or your department has surplus Mac-related
items, please contact or forward

them to the Macintosh User
Group in Bldg. 14, or call 7669121 or 765-7870.

Buy your TPC
badges here
Staff and students may buy
badges for The Players’ Cham
pionship at the UNF Ticket
Office in Bldg. 2, Rm. 2042.
This year’s championship dates
are March 21 to March 28. The
badge admits a person to the
TPC all week, and the ∞st in
cluding tax is $100.70. A small
contribution will be made to the
UNF Athletic Department for
each badge purchased.

Women's Center to
celebrate Women's
History Month
The first event in a monthlong celebrationofwomen’s contributions to society will be a
lecture by Susan Faludi, Pulitzer
Prize-winning journalist and
best-selling author of Backlash:
The Undeclared War Against
American Women. Faludi will
speak at the Andrew A.

Aim for an A+
with

College BookRack
-HBJ's Collge Outline Series
-REA's Problem Solvers
-REA’s Essentials

-Test Preps for the CLAST
abd CLEP tests PLUS

WE BUY & SELL
TEXTBOOKS
CBR
College Book Rack
11292 Beach Blvd.
Jacksonville, FL 32246
(904) 642-7582

Looking for
Extra Income?
We're hiring hundreds of motivated individuals
for full-time and flexible hour telecommunications
jobs — perfect for college students.

Bring this αd to our office when you interview
and you'll automatically be entered
in a drawing for $500 cash.*
Earn $5.75/hour plus. You'll work in a professional
environment — and it's easy!

AccuStaff

INCORPORATED

7901 Baymeadows Way #1

733-3338
, Must be active or eligible for assignment by AccuStaff on March 31,1993 to be qualified for prize. Current
AccuStaff employees eligible for referral program only - see branch for details. Drawing is March 31.

Robinson Theatre on Saturday,
Feb. 27 at 8 p.m. A book-signing
and dessert reception will follow. The event is free to students with a valid ID, but a limited number of tickets are available. Call 646-2528 for information.

Blood donors
needed
The Florida Georgia Blood
Alliance will be on campus Feb.
23 seeking blood donors in a
drive co-sponsored by Lamba
Chi Alpha and Student Health
Services. The Blood Mobile will
be in front of the library from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. Area hospitals
request about 140 units of blood
each day from the community
blood bank. The Alliance’s goal
is 150 donors a day.

CLAST reminder
The CLAST exam for Spring
semester will be given Feb. 20.
For more information call the
Center for Experiential Leaming and Testing at 646-2915.

Jax rugby football
training
The Jacksonville Rugby
Football Club began spring train
ing Jan. 12. Anyone interested
in joining contact Brian Black
at 388-3997 or Garrett Rigby at
565-1367.

Calendar
February 17
•Lecture/slide presentation: Songs of My People
8 p.m. in the Andrew A. Robinson Theatre

February 18
• Film: Liberators: Fighting on Two Fronts
6 p.m. in Bldg. 14, Rms. 1601-1602

February 19
• Film: The Harder They Come
7 p.m. in Bldg. 15, Rm. 1304

February 20
• CLAST Exam being given
call 646-2915 for more information.

February 22
•Speaker: Dr. Leon Bass, WWII veteran, discussing his role
as one of the “liberators”of the Nazi death camps
1 p.m. in Bldg. 14, Rms. 1603-1604

Opportunities/
Scholarships
Poll sitters are needed for the
elections on March 23 and 24.
They will be paid $5 an hour.
Sign-up sheets are on the bulle
tin board outside Bldg. 14, Rm.
2637. Call 928-3168 for infor
mation.

•NEAStudentProgramMeeting:
Speaker: Dr. Pritchy Smith11:45 a.m.

The Northeast Florida Builders Association is accepting applications for its four-year apprenticeship program in the
trades of carpentry, electrical,
heating and air, and plumbing.
Contact Laura L. Laseman at
725-4355 for more information.

8 p.m. in the Boathouse
•The Florida Georgia Blood Alliance Blood Mobile

∙∙∙

∙∙∙

The deadline for applications
for the Florida Teacher Scholarship and Forgivable Loan Program is March 15. Contact
Josephine M. Frazier at646-2530
for more information.

∙∙∙

The Department of Music
will hold entrance and scholarship auditions Feb. 20. For information call 646-2960.

∙∙∙

Poems and short-short stories about Elvis should be submitted to the International
Elvisology Contest by the March
15 deadline. Call 766-6559 for
more information.

∙∙∙

The Cooperative Education
Program is available to all students interested in gaining practical work experience in their
major. Applications for summer
assignments are due by March
26. Call 646-2915 for information.

∙∙∙

Service grant proposals for
the 1993-1994 academic year
will be accepted through March
26 by Florida’s Office for Campus Volunteers. Grants up to
$2,500 will be awarded to selected students interested increating or enhancing community
service projects on their campus. Call (904) 922-2922 for information.

to 1 p.m. in Bldg. 14, Rms. 1603-1604
•Student Advocate

3 p.m. in the Senate Chambers
open to all students
•Movie: Chameleon Street

8 a.m to 4 p.m. in front of the library

February 25
• Film: Country Lovers, City Lovers
7 p.m. in Bldg. 15, Rm. 1304

February 26
•DJ Dance sponsored by SPB

9 p.m. in the Boathouse

February 27
•Lecture∕Book signing: Susan Faludi
8 p.m. in the Andrew A. Robinson Theatre
Tickets $10, Students free with valid ID
Call 646-2528 for information

March 1
•Film: Women Who Made Movies

7:30 p.m. in Bldg. 14, Rm. 2602

March 2
•Film: Hook
8 p.m. in the Boathouse

The Spinnaker welcomes items for the calendar.
Call 646-2727 or drop a note by Bldg. 14, Rm. 2607.

V I E W S
University community
needs to increase security
awareness and precautions

SO WHAT DO YOU FEMINISTS
CALL IT WHEN A WOMAN IS A
SELLOUT CORPORATE HIRED GUN,
IGNORES INCONVENIENT LAWS

AND SEES NO MORAL
PROBLEMS?

.

EQUALITY

After the recent burglary in the Bldg. 14 student club com
mons, where our offices are located, we took inventory of our
violated lockers and also of our habits.
We often spend long periods and odd hours getting the paper
ready for printing in the club commons area, so we consider it our
“second home” and have become careless in our security precau
tions.
Our “habit inventory” led us to make some changes that we
thought we’d pass along to others who may have become lax in
their own security measures.
• We now lock our offices any time someone is not inside, no
matter how short the period of time.
• We put purses, backpacks and other personal belongings out
of sight and lock them when they’re unattended.
• We have covered the office windows to prevent potential
UNF is an institution on the move. The last year alone, the Sunshine State Confer
thieves from shopping.
freshman class has more than doubled in a ence is a leader athletically as well as aca•
We keep all our equipment and supplies inside the offices.
year. New academic programs such as the demically.
UNF Police Department Lt. John Anderson also suggested College of Engineering and the Barnett Insti
The move into the NCAA and the con
that we, and others, alert the police of any suspicious behavior tute of Banking are being added, and new ference necessitated the addition of the five
that may be seen.
facilities are going up at a record pace. In the new team sports. With a total of 11 sports,
We didn’t want to tempt anyone into a life of crime so we next five years over $80 million in capital athletics is playing an integral role in the
instituted our crime-prevention policy. Think about doing the
improvements are scheduled for the campus. development of UNF as a more traditional
same before you become a victim.
The most recent visible example of growth campus. As more on-campus housing is
is the addition of UNF Arena. This facility planned and the average age of the UNF
will enhance the lifestyle of the entire cam student continues to decline, athletics will
pus community. It is truly a multi-purpose continue to play an important role as one of
the most visible extracurricular ac
facility, which will house campus
recreation and intramurals, physi
tivities available to the UNF com
cal education, as well as
munity.
They’re not six-feet-nine-inch giants recruited from Brazil or intercollegiate athletics. From
Intercollegiate athletics is just
Sweden, but the Lady Ospreys basketball team deserves every bit concerts to graduation to classes
one aspect of the extracurricular
of the media attention that has been given to the men’s basketball to athletic events, it will truly
offerings at UNF; but due to its
Guest
Column
team.
enhance the versatility of
nature it is the most visible.
Having a state university in the community with a brand new campus programming.
Therefore it is imperative that
basketball team is something to be proud of. Having two new
This growth has not left
the athletic program be above
teams, one men’s and one women’s, gives a community twice the the UNF intercollegiate
reproach. Our student-ath
J
ohn
Ratliff
opportunity to boast.
letes are held to the same aca
athletic program unBut instead of realizing this potential, nearly every local media
touched. The athletic program is one of its demic standards as all other UNF students.
organization neglected to even mention the fact that the women’s
beneficiaries, as well as one of the reasons, for There is no compromise of the admission
team exists, much less shower it with the attention that the men
this growth. Since Fall 1991, the UNF ath standards “to get a star player admitted.” Our
have received.
letic program has expanded by five new pro student-athletes meet all the requirements
The local media were remiss in their duty to provide the
grams: women’s basketball, softball and vol for admission as all other students. The aver
information the public deserved about the women’s team. They
leyball; and men’s basketball and soccer. The age SAT of the 1992 freshman student-ath
also missed the chance to introduce the women’s team, whose
student-athlete
population has more than lete class was 995. The GPA for Fall 1992 was
inaugural season record stands above that of the men’s team, to
doubled to over 150, and competes in a total 2.73.
Student-athletes
should, be
the community.
of
11
intercollegiate
sports.
In
response
to
mainstreamed
with
the
general
student
body.
Though women have come a long way in many professions, it
this growth the full-time athletic staff has There should be no exceptions. If they can
seems sports is not one of them.
not produce academically, they will not par
grown
from seven to 15.
We realize the hard work and dedication that all athletes
This growth has allowed UNF to move ticipate athletically.
commit themselves to.
from
the NAIA to the NCAA. Currently
UNF has established what is nationally
We have made an effort to be fair in our coverage of both men’s
and women’s sports in the past and will continue to make this a UNF holds a dual membership in the NAIA one of the most stringent requirements for
and NCAA and will become solely affiliated freshman athletic eligibility. To participate
priority in the future.
with the NCAA in Fall 1994. Membership in in their first year of enrollment each student
the Sunshine State Conference will be effec must have met the Board of Regents admis
sion scale. This sliding scale requires a 1050
tive concurrently.
When
UNF
initiated
the
move
into
the
SAT and 2.0 academic GPA to an 860 SAT
Managing Editor Paula Rausch
NCAA, the premise of the decision was that and 2.9 academic GPA. Freshman athletes
News Editor Cathy Haines

Athletics: cause and effect of growth

Women's sports should get
equal media coverage

My
Word

the Spinnaker___
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Bill Cashman
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The Spinnaker welcomes responsible commentary and letters to the editor.
Letters must be signed and include writer’s address and telephone number.
Names may be withheld upon request The Spinnaker reserves the right to edit
letters and opinions for clarity, space requirements, libel and taste. Send
submissions to the Spinnaker, University of North Florida, 4567 St Johns Bluff
Road S., Bldg. 14, Rm. 2608, Jacksonville, FL 32224. Telephone (904) 646-2727.

UNF would only move based on the ability to
be a member of a strong athletic and aca
demic conference. Through the perseverance

of President Adam Herbert and Student Af
fairs Vice President Roland Buck, UNF was
issued and accepted an invitation to join the
Sunshine State Conference.
The Sunshine State Conference is one of
the premier NCAA Division II Conferences.
The conference includes: Barry, Eckerd,
Florida Institute of Technology, Florida
Southern, Rollins, St. Leo and Tampa. With
over 27 national championships to its credit,
including Tampa in baseball, Florida South
ern in golf and Barry in women’s soccer in the

who do not meet this standard will not com
pete their first year in residence. This requirement allows the student-athlete to form a
sound academic base before enduring the
time demands placed on today’s student-ath
letes.
UNF has always had the role of athletics in
the proper perspective. It is important that as
we grow we do not lose sight of that perspec
tive. The growth of the UNF intercollegiate
athletic program is just one more indication
that UNF is an institution on the move.

John Ratliff has been the athletic director at

UNF since August 1990.
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The World
According to Shawn
As I was deciding what to
Oh, I forgot. The president is
write for this issue, I was trying cutting White House staff to
to avoid writing about our cur show how serious he is about the
rent presidents, Bill and Hillary. budget. The truth is that he has
But as we all know, they are cut approximately 350 low-togoing to be around for sometime mid-level jobs. This is like say
which makes it difficult to avoid ing that we can cut the deficit by
discussing what they are doing. having the White House shop
Let us take a look at what the at Food Lion.
new presidents have done of sig
In the process ofcutting staff,
nificance thus far.
the president has reconstructed
First there is the Family Leave what was known as the “War
Bill, and then there
Room" during the
is the controversial Conservative campaign, in an of
lifting of the ban on
fice next door to the
gays in the military.
White House. He has
The lifting of the
brought in political
ban is one execu
strategists to “help
tive order the presi
keep the administra
dent should not
tion in touch with the
have pushed off for
American people.”
six months, because
Oh, and I am sure
regardless
of
these strategists are
whether you agree
working for free!
or disagree with the
Could it be that
Shawn Salyers
the president is look
action, the people
on both sides will continue to ing out for us, or for his political
defend their opinions until tem future? With the highest disap
pers fly and someone possibly proval rating in over 20 years for
gets hurt.
any president at this stage of the
Finally, let us discuss the is presidency, I would guess it is his
sue of the economy. Even though political future with which he is
some say the president has not most concerned.
had enough time to accomplish
Now I know that the presi
anything on this issue, it was the dent has only been in office about
primary focus of his campaign three weeks, and everyone says
and many people expect action. to give him a chance, but it
Recently, although every appears the president is not will
thing that’s supposed to be up is ing to make the tough decisions
going up, and everything that is necessary to be the “President of
supposed to be down is going Change.”
down, Secretary of Labor Rob
Our president is already conert Reich said, “Although eco cemed with re-election in 1996,
nomic indicators are showing
and many of the American
great improvement, things are
people see this. Until he can
still worse than they appear to
decide to do what he promised,
be.” Why would Secretary Reich
make the tough decisions that
say this? Because if the economy
are necessary, and listen to the
improves before our president
American people as well as he
has a chance to propose a plan
does to his co-president, he can
for recovery, then everything he
not be the “President of
said during the election would
Change.”
have been inaccurate.
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Letters to
the Editor
This letter is in response to Feb. 3 article about the ban from running on UNF Drive.
I can understand the concern for safety, but the ban should not go into effect until the alternative
is in place. The proposed woodchip trail along UNF Drive won’t be in place until June. Why can’t it wait
until then? Even our police department stated there haven’t been any accidents involving runners on
UNF Drive.
For those of us who are more than just recreational joggers, we need the roads to get in our distance.
The two choices that we have been given are not too good when you analyze them. They are, namely,
the track and the wooded trails. When you need to run upwards of eight miles, it isn’t reasonable to do
this on a quarter-mile track.
There are three reasons why the trails aren’t such a good idea either. I feel these have been overlooked.
First of all, there is a lot of traffic from heavy equipment doing construction. There is almost no room on
the trails to get out of their way. Secondly, the trucks are destroying the trails. The tire tracks are deep
and soften up the running surface to an unsafe point. When it rains, the trails turn into pure mud and large
puddles. They don’t drain well so the water remains for days on end. This is unreasonable to have to run
through. Thirdly, when the weather warms up, the trails are engulfed with mosquitoes. No one should
have to be subjected to have to run through this.
The grass on the sides of the roads isn’t much better. It is just sod thrown down on the ground. This
makes for terrible footing.
In the article, Capt. Beck said he had to move over for runners running three abreast. Is it really that
big of an inconvenience? I don’t think so. There are two lanes going in each direction. It is just like passing
a car: go into the other lane. Any competent driver can do this without being seriously inconvenienced.
If it was a dog coming at you, wouldn’t you move out of the way?
I also feel that the students should have had a voice in the matter: not just one student representative.
What can one token student do against a group of administrators? It is an unequal balance in the
administration's favor.
It seems like the people who implemented the ban are those whom it doesn’t affect. The people who
live and exercise on campus are the ones who should have gotten some consideration from the university.

Scott Frampton, Senior
Health Science
Mr. Gagne, in his guest column of Feb. 3, compared the Civil Rights Movement of blacks to the civil
rights movement of gays. They’re very different; just think of the differences.
A soldier would be forced to shower with someone who may or may not act upon their lust. Even if
gays don’t act upon their feelings, it’s still not right to have them shower with heterosexuals.
In the perspective of a heterosexual, this would be like forcing men and women to shower together
as long as neither makes any advances - pure rubbish!
You would have to create separate showers and living quarters (economically unfeasible). Not only
that, but now you’ve created a special group. Special groups in the military create situations which are
inherently against all military wisdom for discipline and order.
Another argument is that if society does nothing to curb the behavior of homosexuals, what good is
it to have a person in the military who runs an extremely high risk of contracting a terminal disease?
That’s just a couple of arguments on the logical side against gays. Now we need to address the moral
side of it. The Civil Rights movements of the groups you mentioned are not alike because being black is
not immoral. Biological, medical and social science as well as God backs up the fact that homosexuality
is wrong.
Founding Father John Adams said, “Without morality the Constitution is useless.” Your job will be
upholding that Constitution. I do not condone persecution of gays, but I will not tolerate lies.
Homosexuality being normal and OK is a lie.
No, the civil rights movements Mr. Gagne mentioned are not the same. If they were, Gen. Colin
Powell would have seen it his way - he didn’t.
Mark Sherman

Roving Reporter

What do you think about UNF holding it's athletes to the same
academic standards as other students while others don't?
Reporting by Rob Moore
Photos by Paula Rausch

“I think it’s fair. If you start
letting athletes come in to put
our name on the map, it would
be unfair to the normal stu
dent. I think they should fall
under the same standards as
everyone else.”
Adrelyn Coronel
Health Science
Junior

“They’re going to school to
learn, not to play basketball. If
they want to play basketball,
they can go into professional
sports.”
Mike Brown
Biology
Sophomore

“I think it’s a good idea. Be
cause if more students get into
athletics because of the lower
standards, everyone will avoid
the work in the classroom.”
Brian Branda
Staff

“There should be no excep
tion just because you can play
ball. You’re not going to play
ball the rest of your life, so you
need to get your education by
the time you finish college.”
Carolyn Osborn
Staff

“I think it’s only right. I think
a lot of black athletes come to
schoolonly to play sports. I think
they should come here with
other intentions because not
every athlete will have a pro
career. I think they should put
more focus on their studies.”
Sheila Edwards
Nursing
Sophomore

“I think school is for study
ing, not to be used as a stepping
stone from high school to pro
fessional sports. On the other
hand, I don’t want UNF to suffer
because the better players will
go elsewhere. I think they should
be held to the same standards.”
William Cumbaa
Political Science
Post Bacc.

Culture SHOCK
Art and events for the UNF community

BulletinBoardDockside is sports, suds and sounds
By Julie Moore
Asst. Features Editor

Senior student art to be featured
The University Gallery will feature the works of UNF senior art
students on Feb. 25 -March 19. There will be an opening reception
on Feb. 25 from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. The gallery is open Monday,

Tuesday, Thursday and Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. The exhibit will

feature friends and fellow students: Thomas P. Hager, Sophia
Mojadidi, Randy Taylor, Christine Allen, Boobie F. Dixon, An
drew S. Tedesco, Bonnie Mann, Frances Harvard, Nanci Bishof,

LillianC.Lellouche, Stephanie Nordhoff, Wendy Wilhoite, Daniel
McKinnon, Anh Marker, Margaret A. Nelson, Carol Apperson

and Virginia Powers. Come out and support your gallery.

Jazz, food and fun
Jazz it up at the Boathouse. Live music will be served up by the
students and faculty of UNF's Music Department. The shows will

take place on Wednesdays: Feb. 17,March3,March24, April7and
April 21. All shows are at 7 p.m. and are free and open to the public.

Skip the movie, see the play
Instead of going to see a movie, why not try a play. The Playersby-the-Sea will premiere “I never sang for my Father” Feb. 26. The

drama is about the alienation of a father and son. The play depicts,
through a series of flashbacks, how relationships can endure in a

person’s mind after the death of a parent. There will be a free

Tucked among Riverside’s
maze of streets, the locals’ pub,
the Dockside, is a place for the
sport’s fanatic, the alternative
music listener and the broke
college student.
“We’ve got people bringing
socks full of change for quarter
beer,” said Brant Boatright, the
Dockside’s assistant manager
slash bartender slash all-around
man extraordinaire. “Hey, it’s
money.”
Tuesday, which is quarter
beer night, and Thursday, which
is ladies night, are made just for
us.
“Tuesdays and Thursdays
cater to the college miser,” he
said. “as long as they [college
students] appreciate what we’re
trying to do, we’ll continue to do
what we can to help them with
their budgets and to help them
have fun.”
The Dockside has catered to
the Riverside area under it’s current manager and owner, John
Mathews, for seven years. The
pub went from a top-40 format
to a sports bar to what it is today:

a sort of potpourri style.
“Like our manager John says,
you don’t become diet specific,”
Brant said. He contributes the
longevity of the place to this
philosophy.
“For one night literally, Saturday during college football season,” Brant said, “we’d go from
showing a college game that
ended at 9:30 at night to booting people off the bleachers,
turning the dance floor lights on
and setting up the DJ b∞th.
That’s how we’ve managed to
survive.”
Not only do they show college games regularly, they are
the Dallas Cowboy Fan Club
headquarters. They started the
club this year and what a year to
do it.
But it’s not just football; it’s
baseball or hockey or whatever.
Choose your fancy and they will
accommodate you and tune in
the game or match.
“We have a few diehards,”
he said, “but that’s what every
sports bar wants.”
But it’s not just sports either.
If you love live music altemative style, this is the place to go.

its selling points to Jacksonville

student night Thursday, Feb. 25 at 8 p.m. or if your heart is feeling

Sella shows

generous, catch the AIDS Benefit performance on March 4 at 8

Alternative music and a whole lot more

p.m. Proceeds for the benefit show will go to AIDS care, research
and education. Tickets are $8 for adults, and $7 for students.
Players-by-the-Sea is located at 221N. Second St. in Jacksonville

Beach. For reservations or information call 249-2022.

A Frank exhibit
Imagine being 15 years old. Now imagine being 15 and in a Nazi
concentration camp. That’s how Anne Frank’s short life ended.
The world has come to know her through her diary of life. Now

through March 10, a photo exhibit will be running at the Prime

Osborn Convention Center. The exhibit contains over 800 photo-

graphs illuminating one of the darkest historical periods of man-

kind. The exhibit is open for self-guided or guided tours from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Monday through Thursday; 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. Friday; 10 a.m.
to 7 p.m. Saturday; and noon to 7 p.m. Sunday. The exhibit is free,

but parking costs $2.

Metal Shades
For those who like rock-n-roll in a club atmosphere, then
Shades is the place to go. The Orange Park night club will feature
two heavy-metal favorites in the upcoming weeks. Great White
“Once Bitten, Twice Shy,” performs on Feb. 23 and Ugly Kid Joe

“Everything About You” and “Cat’s in the Cradle,” will be there
March 2. Tickets are $10 for 21 and up and $14 for 16-20.

African-American and Public Television
In celebration of Black History Month, WJCT Channel 7 will
feature local African-American artists through the end of February.

The exhibit is called Through Our Eyes: The African-American
Experience. It will be open to the public weekdays 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

WJCT is located near Metropolitan Park across from the Gator
Bowl. The exhibit is free.

New and unusual needed
If your club or organization is sponsoring an event that should
be listed on the Bulletin Board, or you know of an unusual or artistic
event occurring in the city, drop a line by the Spinnaker office. Make

all announcements to the attention ofCliff Mika or Julie Moore. Be

sure to include the who, what, where, when and why of the event,
and a phone number if possible. The Spinnaker is looking for

unusual or cultural events beneficial to the university community.

Every Saturday night, the
Dockside brings out the best
original college music in the city.
“We’re finally getting some
regulars, who will brave the one
or two dollars on a band they
don’t know,” Brant said.
The choice and variety of
bands that come through here is
exquisite. It’s cheap, it’s loud,
it’s usually snotty and always full
of raw energy. I’ve found myself
mesmerized at times by the sheer
talent and unharnessed energy
of the bands.
The Dockside is one of the
few places left in Jacksonville
where you can see a band who
doesn’t play solely covers. It’s
also one of the only places left
which supports the local music
scene by regularly booking acts
from Jacksonville, Orange Park
and Gainesville. But, the word
is spreading
Bands as far away as North
Carolina have sent demos to the
pub in hopes of being booked.
“It’s all done by word of
mouth,” Brant said.
The Dockside ain’t pretty,
but it’s unpretentious and it has
it’s own appealing style.

By Julie Moore
Features Editor

Clove cigarette smoke filled
the air as the bright stage lights
come up revealingyoung, brightfaced band members eagerly
scanning the sparse audience.
But it wasn’t this that struck me;
it was the incredible sound they
blasted out.
It was at Dirty Harry’s in
Orange park on Monday, Feb. 8
that Sella graced my ears with a
blend of their own; a fuzzy, reverberating bass, clean guitar
licks and a pounding, distinctive drum.
Despite technical difficulties,
they came off great. Their stage
presentation and persona needs
work, but that’s something that
comes with time and audience
reaction.
The highlight of the show
was when they had a guest singer
on stage named John Golatz,
from Jug/or/not; he knows what
a stage show is all about. Watching Golatz moving, shaking and
gyrating his lanky body was really a contagious sight. I almost
wanted to get up and jiggle
around myself.
This band can pack a punch,
going from a grunge almost borderline metal sound to a softer,
hypnotic psychedelic.
All Orange Park natives, the
band members have been together for two years playing local clubs like Dirty Harry’s, the
Dockside and Sportsland. What
is so unusual about them is the
mean age of the band is 18, and
they write their own material.
The four-member group consists of Steve Haley on bass,
Frank Mazzeo on drums and
Jimmy Trent on guitar. Four

months ago, Tracy Shed was
added on vocals.
All the members have extraordinary talent and are exceptionally versatile. Shed
should stay away from the faster,
heavier songs because it strains
her voice and does not utilize
her true talent. On the slower,
mellower songs, when she could
actually sing, she is quite im
pressive.
Sella is well on their way.
The night I saw them a representative from Electra records
stopped by Dirty Harry’s, so keep

your eyes and ears open and
ready.
This is a band that will just
keep getting better. They’ve got
the sound, the look and the style.
They claim no one single influence, and I guarantee it’s true.
All night you’ll think you’ve got
them pegged, but after every song
you’ll change your mind.
Sella reaffirmed my faith in
the potential for an alternative
music scene in Jacksonville.
Don’t take my word for it, venture out and find out for yoμrself.

JACKSONVILLE
RECORD

convention
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 21,1993
10:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

HOLIDAY INN EAST
5865 Arlington Expressway
1000’s of LP’s & CD’s For Sale
Oldies, Punk, Jazz, Rock, Metal, Soundtracks,
New Wave, etc., both New and Used.
Plus Posters, T-Shirts, Buttons, 45’s & Cassettes.

ADMISSION $2.00
For more information: (904) 744-0282
(904) 636-0156
(904) 371-4350 Gainesville (dealers)
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Culture
Music Reviews
By Julie Moore

Loaded Weapon better

than half-cocked
2 1/2 ospreys out of four

By Tom Kopacz

I frankly didn’t expect much
from Loaded Weapon 1. After
all, the movie’s producers didn’t
bother sending out copies to
major reviewers.
On the other hand, Loaded
Weapon 1 is better than I expected, although it won’t be
nominated for an Oscar.
The movie’s plot is fairly
similar to the Lethal Weapon
movies it so obviously parodies.
Two police detectives (Emilo
Estevez and Samuel Jackson) are
unwillingly paired together to
crack a ring smuggling cocaine
through Wilderness Girl (read:
Girl Scout) cookies. They proceed to shoot up half of Los
Angeles as they track down the
criminal mastermind, Gen.
Mortars (William Shatner).
Lethal Weapon is not the only
movie Loaded Weapon 1 takes a
few shots at. The opening se

quence rips off both 48 Hours
and RoboCop. Later in the movie,
Colt (Estevez) and Luger (Jackson) have to visit a prison to
question a convict so dangerous
he is kept strait-jacketed, with a
muzzle over his face, behind a
glass partition (Silence of the
Lambs).
The producers also poke fun
at Rambo, the Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles and Wayne's
World, and take six separate shots
at Basic Instinct (the “Gratuitous
Beaver Shot” is a must-see).
With guest appearances, Star
Trek (James Doohan), Die Hard
(Bruce Willis) and CHiPs (Erik
Estrada and Larry Wilcox find
jobs) take a turn as targets.
Nevertheless, the movie is
not perfect. Some of the jokes
were over the heads of the allages group I saw the movie with,
and at times you wish somebody

would do something silly rather
than work on attempts at dramatic parody. The movie is not
really suitable for small children,
true to its PG-13 rating.
Estevez' Sgt. Colt is a deliberate cross between Dirty Harry
and Mel Gibson’s Riggs from
Lethal Weapon, and Estevez
overplays him to the hilt, which
is called for. Jackson plays Sgt.
Luger dryly, with his tongue
planted firmly in his cheek. As
Gen. Mortars, Shatner is a delight, overplaying the role perfectly. Supermodel Kathy Ireland, as the president of Wilderness Girls who was seduced into
a deal she now doesn’t like, is...
well, let’s put it this way: Her
acting has improved steadily
with each movie.
Loaded Weapon 1 is a good
date or Saturday matinee movie,
but otherwise you might want to
wait for the home video release.

A Conversation with humorist PJ. O'Rourke
(GXP) Author P.J. O’Rourke
is fast becoming one ofAmerica’s
most talked about writers.
His satirical humor has been
critically acclaimed nationwide.
The Wall StreetJournal has called
him “the funniest writer in the
U.S.,” and Vogue categorized
him as “one of the five men
you'd want to sit next to at a
dinner party.” O’Rourke writes
extensively for Rolling Stone
magazine.
O’Rourke has hit the nation’s
best-seller list four times with
“Republican Party Reptile,”
“Holidays in Hell,” “Modern
Manners,” and “Parliament of
Whores.” His latest b∞k, “Give

War a Chance,” may place him
on the list again.
Using his cunning wit,
O’Rourke examines such issues
as the Persian Gulf War, the
birth of freedom in formerly communist countries, Dr. Ruth
Westheimer and the Kennedys.
The result? A hilariously entertaining book.
O’Rourke’s straight-forward
wit has won him respect as a
political writer and placed him
among the nation’s hottest personalities.
Q. How did you come to
know so much about politics
and what goes on behind closed
doors?

Full Color Copies!
At Kinko’s, our Canon and Xerox Color Laser
Copiers reproduce your true colors with
remarkable precision.

► Copy original photos or slides
► Reproduce original graphics,
charts, and illustrations
► Increase attention and retention
for your presentations

FREE full color copy
Bring this coupon into the Kinko’s listed and receive one FREE
81/2” x 11” full color laser copy on 20 lb. white bond. One free
copy per customer. Not valid with other offers. Good through
March 31,1993.

Open 24 hours
642-3085
9810 Baymeadows Rd.
(Baymeadows & Southside Blvd.)

kinko's
the copy center

A. It’s time in rank, as they
say. It’s just time spent doing
something, that’s all. That’s the
secret to about nine-tenths of
things in life. I never took any
classes in it - it wouldn’t have
helped. Political science moves
so fast that anything you learned
would be out of date except for
basic government structures.
They’re going to be the same
forever. They’re easy to learn.
What’s hard to learn is who does
what to whom, and who’s indebted to whom and why that’s
happenned. The only way you
can do that is just to be there.
And basically all I do is ask
friends of mine who know better
than I do.
Q. Was there anything you
learned in college that has
helped you in your career?
A. No. (laughs) Yeah... You
read things that you would not
otherwise read. Another thing
is that college makes you write.
Q. Do you feel that the 70s
contributed to AIDS and other
problems of today’s society?
A. AIDS obviously wasn’t
caused by the 70s, but certainly
the 60s and 70s promiscuity gave
AIDS its biological window of
opportunity. The disease would
not have spread in the same way
in the 50s or 40s or 30s in the
United States because there just
simply wouldn’t have been the
amount of promiscuity or intravenous drug use. So, I think that
the self-indulgence and permissiveness of the 60s and 70s
brought a number of problems
that we have. The divorce rate,
the number of single-parent
families -I think things like crack
are pretty much a direct outgrowth of the self-indulgence.

A CD any top-40 worshiper will
love is Tisha Cambell’s debut album,
Tisha.
She belts out soulful, tear-jerking
ballads with a voice only a truly talented
and experienced singer has. She moves
the heart and soul in such songs as “All
Good Things” and “Why Won’t You
Love Me?” which she wrote.
Such hip-hopping dance tracks as
“Push” and “Feeling Is Right” don’t show much musical innovation and
do not utilize her beautiful voice appropriately, but they will entice the
extremities to move and boogy like never before.
Ifher face looks familiar, she plays Gina on Fox’s hit show Martin.
But, she has acted and sung in a long list of television shows and on
Broadway. Tisha Cambell’s debut CD will not be soon forgotten.

When I popped in Rockhead’s selftitled debut CD, I was expecting good
ol' raunchy rock’n’rock, free from the
pretentious record company influence.
I was sadly disappointed.
The list of credentials following the
band members is long and impressive.
Rockhead founder, guitarist Bob Rock,
has produced CD’s for such powerpacked acts as Metallica, Bon Jovi, The
Cult, and Motley Crue.
Bassist Jamey Kosh had slipped in and out of Vancouver punk bands
before he joined Rockhead.
I was expecting to be slammed into the proverbial wall of sound, but
alas, it did not happen.
The material is too polished. It doesn’t have the edge or the energy
that a band of this type should. Someone literally zapped the life out of
the music. Maybe it was the record company who always expects a hit.
On a positive note, as in any CD, there are always a couple songs that
stick with you. If this band can shake the ‘wanna make a hit’ pressure and
play more songs along the lines of the grinding “Hell’s Back Door” with
guest Billy Duffy from the Cult, they just might pull the following they
need.

It’s here.
The long-awaited CD single, featur
ing the Jesus Lizard matched with none
other than Nirvana, is finally out after
almost a year of anxious waiting.
The split single harnesses the pure
punch of the Jesus Lizard as it pounds out
its titillating song “Puss,” lifted directly
from their CD Liar.
Everytime I listen to this track I am thrown back to the hard core
sounds of Stain or Wurm. This band has an unadulterated throbbing
beat.
Nirvana’s true, unpolished, raunchy musical persona shines through
the loud, smashing, previously unreleased track, “Oh the Guilt.” Recorded in a basement next to a washer and dryer, the uncapturable has
been captured and left wild.
For all you grunge fanatics, or for you former hard core reverers, this
is a CD you can’t pass up.

Can Paul McCartney do wrong?
Once again the man pulls out another musical masterpiece.
After waiting more than three years,
Off the Ground is finally out, presenting
an even better musical master. I didn’t
think that was possible. Recorded live,
but not concert live, this album captures rougher, harder sound. It’s familiar but fresh; it is the perfect blend
of the past and present.
Song after song grabs you. There’s Paul’s inspiring protest song,
“Looking for Changes,” his up-beat “Biker Like an Icon” and the sweet,
melodic ballad “I Owe it all to You.” This CD is so diverse it is difficult
to pick any one track as the most representative.
He wanted this to be a band album, so he worked solely with the band
who has played with him on stage for the last three years.
McCartney also paired up with Elvis Costello on a couple of tracks.
If there has ever been a McCartney release you should add to your
collection, this is the one.
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Health and
Fitness
For mind, body, and spirit

Shaping up for summer with Marty
The upper body; part 1 of a 3-part series
I'm back!
In the last issue of the Spin
naker I talked in general on how
to get in shape for summer. The
great, wise, intelligent and all
knowing Spinnaker staff (hold
on a second I have to cough),
asked me to run a three-part
series on a more specific fitness
plan for everyone since bikini
season is coming; that’s Speedo’s
for you tough guys. Don’t laugh,
you can get a good tan wearing
those things, you just have to be
really, really careful.
I decided to make the first
segment on the upper body. This
might have a lot to do with the
fact that I haven’t seen my feet
since my last competition. Also,
I know many of you have been,
let’s say, cemented to the couch
during football season.
Well, no more football so
let’s get into shape. I’ll start from
the top and work to the bottom.

Traps

Shoulders
I guess the next logical place
to go to is the shoulder area.
Every man and woman can
say they want nice round,
shapely, if not necessarily large,
shoulders. Remember: shoulders
do not, I repeat do not, require a
lot of weight.
One exercise that works well
is the Deltoid raise. For delt
raises, grab a dumbbell and, de
pending on which part of the
delt being worked, raise the
dumbbell slowly out to the front

Chest
A common problem area is
the chest. Again, too may guys
go too heavy and they complain
about not having a chest.
Women don't seem to go heavy
enough.
Let’s look at the most basic
movement: bench press. Lie flat
on a bench grab the weight and
press. Wrong!
Almost, and I should really
say no one, does the bench press
correctly. Larry Scott, in a re
cent article in Muscular Devel
opment, showed a new revela

tion in the way the bench press
should be executed.
Step one, lie on the bench.
Step two, take your shoulders
and squeeze them together as
though you were trying to hold a
pencil in your back. Next, push
the shoulders down towards the
butt. The only thing touching

Marty watts
the bench should be your head,
shoulders and butt. Your back
should not be on the bench. I
should be able to drive a truck
between your back and the
bench. This makes the chest
stick out and also takes the arms
out of the movement as much as
possible. Now that your set on
the bench, where does the bar
go? Well folks, it surely doesn’t
go where 99 percent of you put
it, on the rib cage. It is to be
lowered slowly down to about
three inches below the neck or
the collar bone. This is where
the chest truly is. When you
bring the bar down to the nipple
on the chest or even a little

MCAT

GRE
CAREER
TESTING WHER 'SYOUR

HEAD?

YOU HAVEWO
T
choices:

O Keep your head in the sand
O Take your head to our new courses, the courses that
guarantee you’ll be happy

call: KAPLAN 731-5500
I Want To Go to My Dream School
Please send me moreinformation on

the following exams:

□ PSAT □ SAT □ ACT □ MCAT □ GMAT □ GRE □ LSAT

Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Ad r_es _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

City________________________ State________

Mail to:

Zip________ Phone_______________

Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center, LTD
4327 University Boulevard South
Jacksonville, Florida 32216

GMAT SAT

Trapeziums muscles are the
flat, triangular muscles that ex
tend out and down the neck and
down between the shoulder
blades. Arnold says in his book
“Encyclopedia of Modern Body
building”, that the traps are used
to raise the entire shoulder girdle.
The best exercise for doing
these is the shoulder shrug.
Arnold says to grab a dumbbell
in each hand and raise the shoul
ders straight up and try to touch
your ears and then lower the
weight back down. Do not ro
tate the shoulders at all. This
will only cause muscle pulls.
Most women will not want
to build their traps very much if
any. My best advice is this exer
cise should still be done, but
only with light weight that can
be executed with 20 to 25 rep
etitions. Women who do want
to build traps should follow a
routine similar to the men’s.
Guys, try to remember this:
if you want big traps put away
those little 60,70 and 80 pound
dumbbells. The traps are the
strongest muscle group in the
human body. Would you squat
with 80 pounds? I didn’t think
so. You see those 120 and 130
pound dumbbells? Well, that’s
where you should be. Any guy
who weighs more than 140
pounds and is sill shrugging with
anything less than 120 pounds is
fooling himself. Grab 'em, you
can do it

or the the side. When the dumb
bell is raised parallel with the
shoulder, a special move must
take place. The arm should turn
as though you were going to
dump out water in a glass. Turn
the entire arm, starting at the
shoulder, only enough that the
water would fall out (about two
to three inches past parallel).
This is very important and is the
reason most people don’t de
velop shoulders like the ones
they want. I call this movement
“dumping out the water;” really
ingenious don’tyou think? Well,
who asked you anyway!
I recommend doing more side
work than front work. The front
gets a lot of other work when
you do other parts such as the
bench press. The side does not
get used as often.
Ladies who want to tone
should do reps between 15 to 25.
Those who want to build should
stay in the six to 10 range.
I believe the reason most guys
have problems is they use too
much weight in this exercise.
Guys, cut out the macho junk
and lighten up the weight. Do
about 10 to 15 reps and do them
correctly, as I’ve described. It’s
no fun working out hard and
having nothing to show for it.
That’s what happens when you
go too heavy with shoulders.

LSAT NCLEX

By Marty Watts
Contributing Writer

below that point you are too far
down. There is not very much
down there except some ribs.
Remember we want to work the
chest, not the abs.
Women who want to tone
should stick with 15 to 20 reps.
Women who want to build
should drop down to the six to
10 range. A good smooth set of
30 or 30 reps wouldn’t hurt.
Men stay between four to 12
reps and you will be fine. I like to
put an occasional 20-rep set in
now and then. Hey, during com
petition dieting I'm lucky if I
can lift 175 pounds 20 reps. I’ll
tell you, it sure does cut you up.

Arms

time to rest.
Arnold says to hit them hard
but use lighter weights for higher
reps. Guys should do arms with
10 to 20 reps. It’s OK to go with
less reps, just be sure your arms
are fully rested.
Ladies should do just the
opposite. Six to 12 reps is better
for women who want to add a
little size. As a general rule
women respond well to lower
reps for the upper body when
adding mass. This also applies to
some toning too.
Everyone be smart when
training arms. Hit them light
when they’re not rested and only
heavy when fully rested.

Arms; everyone’s favorite.
They should be, they’re so easy.
But don’t be fooled. You still
need to have the same intensity
as with the legs or chest.
I can do a complete bicep
workout in 12 to 15 minutes.
How? I don’t stop to rest. 30
seconds at the most between sets.
Maybe a minute between exer
cises. So should you. Your arms
are full of very small muscles
compared to the back or chest.
When you work the back and
chest, you also work the biceps
and triceps. Why would you kill
them on Monday with a hard
chest routine, on Tuesday with
a heavy back routine and then
expect your arms to grow with a
heavy arm routine on Wednes
day? They won’t grow, they need

Last but not least - abs.
Listen carefully: only a strict
diet will bring out abs to their
best. You only need 100 to 200
reps a day. Use two or three
different exercises with 50 to 75
reps each. Go slow and really
feel the muscle. Just counting
reps won’t do a thing. I know
people who do 1,000 reps a day
and you would think they dated
Roseanne Barr. Use your mind
to make a connection to the
muscle; I promise better results.
Remember to do at least 20
minutes of aerobics three times
a week and stay away from the
fat or else you will never win
that “best buns” contest at the
Holiday Inn this summer; that’s
See Body page 13

All
Women's
Health
Center

Abdominals

ABORTIONS
Free Pregnancy Tests
• Confidentiality Assured
∙ Birth Control Services
• Individual Counseling
By Female Practitioners
• Liscensed Gynecologists ∙ Pap Smears & Exams
• Insurance - VISA - MasterCard Accepted

ALL WOMEN'S HEALTH CENTER OF JACKSONVILLE, INC.

731-2755

4331 S. University Blvd.

∙

Located in University Center South

MOONLIGHT
TANNING
SALON INC.
1 YEAR UNLIMITED
1 MONTH UNLIMITED
SINGLE SESSION
5 Sessions
10 Sessions
20 Sessions
30 Sessions
60 Sessions

$440.00 $380.00
$48.00
$60.00
$8.00
$30.00
$24.00
$50.00 $40.00
$80.00 $64.00
$100.00 $80.00
$180.00 $144.00

UNF Special Only!
(Credit Terms Available)

721-9998
1821 PARENTAL HOME ROAD
Located at the intersection of Beach Blvd. and Parental Home Rd.
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Body
Continued from page 12
“best personality” for you ladies.
If you need information or

training tips call 786-4044: 5
p.m. to 9 p.m. and ask for Marty.
I will be starting a new diet for a
competition soon so have pa
tience with me, I may be going
insane.

Women develop eating disorders
ATLANTA (CPS)-One out of three college
women will experience some type of eating disor
der while in school, said Joyce Jones, director of
Emory University Student Counseling Center.
Serious eating disorders include: laxative abuse,
rigid or unneeded dieting, excessive exercises or
occasional purging.
Severe disorders include anorexia nervosa, or
not eating, bulimia nervosa, or binge eating and
purging.
“Transitional periods - returning to school or
entering college for the first time - are especially

difficult times for students with eating disorders,”
Jones said. “Any time there are difficulties with
relationships, or grade or career pressures, eating
disorders can get out of control.”
Jones suggested that parents and educators be
aware of the prevalence of the disorders, learn to
identify them, get the student into therapy right
away, encourage the student to join campus sup
port groups dealing with disorders, and educate all
people on campus about eating disorders begin
ning with freshmen orientation.

Police Beat
Software and computerware straying from building nine
By Rob Moore
Staff Writer

Highlight Exercise: The Back
Back, oh glorious back! My favorite body part.
There are a few great exercises for the back, but the one I like
best is the “low cable row.” Arnold would say to go heavy. When he
says heavy he means it. This is a pure mass builder.
Sit on the bench and grab the bar. You should use a standard sixinch low cable row bar. Bend your knees slightly and sit up straight.
Lean forward at the waist and let your hands extend toward your
feet. Remember this: only go down about as far as your ankles. This
exercise is for thickness in the middle back and it does not require
much stretching.Ifyou go too for you will be working the lower back
and this is a no-no.
As you sit back up, keep the elbows close to the body. Yes, I said
close. Most people go too Wide and this is using a lot of arm. The bar
will now be pulled into your waist and you should try to only pull
itback with your middle back, not your arms.
Here is the biggy. Guys, row like you have never rowed before.
Going heavy will get that back growing. I don’t tell people to use a
lot of weight Very often, but with this exercise it is a must. About
four to 10 reps is good.''
Ladies, row with moderate weight for 20 reps. This will give you
that nice looking back for a dress with a low-cut back. Remember
to always do some form ofback exercise. It will help you maintain
wealthy bones for later in life.

•Computer disks and stor
age containers were stolen Feb.
5 from Bldg. 9, Rm. 2621 when
the office door was left ajar for
six hours. The same day, $40
worth of computer disks were
stolen from Bldg. 9, Rm. 2623.
Computer disks, a mouse pad
and an electric pencil sharpener
were stolen Feb. 10 from an of
fice in Bldg 9. The door in Rm.
2129 was locked, but there were
no signs of forced entry. The
missing items were valued at$35.
• A banner owned by the Gay
Lesbian Bisexual Student Asso
ciation was reported missing Feb.
1, the day after its first display.
The banner was valued at $50.
•Datanian Oldham was ap
prehended Feb. 1 for altering a
hanging decal and his vehicle
was immobilized. Travis
Sampson
and
Patricia
McMahon were also appre
hended Feb. 11 on separate de
cal alterations. The three were
charged with theft of services
misdemeanors, and the cases
were referred to the State

Attorney’s Office.
•Two earth cruiser bikes were
reported stolen Feb. 2 from a car in
Lot 10. The victim reported leav
ing the bikes, secured with a bungee
cord to his vehicle, to go to class.
The bikes were valued at $ 160 each.
• A black male, seen Feb. 3 sit
ting at the desk in the bookstore
manager’s office, fled when the
manager returned. The manager
reported seeing the man searching
the drawers and desk before flee
ing. Nothing was reported missing.
• A woman reported books and
other items from her backpack sto
len Feb. 3 from the commons area
in Bldg. 9. She reported leaving it
with her husband, who left for his
4:30 p.m. class, and it was missing
upon her return at 4:45 p.m. The
items were valued at $125.
•A hit-and-run accident was
reported Feb. 4 in Lot 2. The front
leftfender ofa 1989Isuzu was struck
causing an estimated $50 damage.
• A worthless check written for
$332 was reported Feb. 5 by Fi
nance and Accounting. The case
was referred to the State Attorney’s
Office.
•A piano in Bldg 11 was re-

ported damaged Feb. 8. It was
apparently overturned during
the Christmas break, but
hasn’t been in use recently.
The damage to the hammers
and pedals was valued at
$1,000.
• A set ofkeys was reported
missing Feb. 9 in Osprey Hall.
The keys were recovered, but
an entail key, which is a com
puter-coded key allowing ac
cess to different areas, remains
missing. The key was repro
grammed to be useless.
• A red London Fog jacket
was reported missing Feb. 9 in
an office in Bldg 2. The jacket
was valued at $60.
• A female student filed a
stalking report Feb. 11 about
her former boyfriend. Upon
questioning by police, the
boyfriend said he was infatu
ated with the woman but
would not harm her.
• A drunken male was re
ported riding his bike Feb. 12
on UNF Drive. The student
was upset over a disagreement
with his girlfriend. He was
escorted back to his room.

GET INVOLVED
BECOME

A

SENATOR

Be a part of the solution by joining the
Student Government Association

Pick up applications in:
SGA office, Bldg. 14 Rm. 2627
or Student Development office,
Bldg. 14, Rm. 2640
M-F 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION

Deadline: March 1st

Be A Part Of The Solution
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Classified
Ads

Help wanted
*EXTRA INCOME “93”*
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing
1993 UWTI travel brochures.
For more information send selfaddressed stamped envelope to:
Travel INC., P.O. Box 2530,
Miami, FL 33161.
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT- Make money
teaching basic conversational
English abroad. Japan and Taiwan. Make $2,000-$4,000+ per
month. Many provide room and
board + other benefits! No previous training or teaching certificate required. For International employment program, call
the International Employment
Group: (206) 632-1146 ext.
j5410.
National marketing firm
seeks dynamic student clubs,
teams, and organizations to participate in a promotion for a
major company that is coming
to your campus. Earn big money,
no investment. For more information on this exciting event
call 800-592-2121 ext. 308.

Wanted: students to help
with an exciting outdoor promotion. Work two days and receive Reebok shoes and a
Reebok t-shirt. Call Adrienne
at (617) 262-3734 for more information.

Alaska Summer Employment - fisheries. Earn $600+/
week in canneries or $4000+/
month on fishing boats. Free
transportation! Room and
Board! Male or female. For em

ployment program call
1-(206) 545-4155
A5410.

ext.

Earn Extra Money while you
complete your education. Call
today! Don’t wait! Call Jim or
Jimmy at (904) 356-8888.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW
HIRING - Earn $2,000+/month
+ world travel (Hawaii, Mexico,
the Caribbean etc..) Holiday,
summer, and career employment
available. No experience necessary. For employment program
call 1 (206) 634-0468 ext.
C5410.
PART-TIME POSITION
AVAILABLE: Week-ends
only. General office and
telemarketing. Macintosh experience a plus. Call Mrs. Roy KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL
CENTER. 731-5500.

Word Processing and
Resume Services
ACT NOW! Call the wizard — the affordable, professional Word Processing and
Resume Service. Term papers,
theses, manuscripts, etc.; MLA∕
APA. Laser Printed. Free Pickup and delivery at UNF M-W-F.
Call 262-0049.

For Sale
Apple ∕∕GS Computer with
4 megs of ram, 20 meg. HD,
Apple RGB monitor, keyboard,
mouse, 3.5” and 5.25” disk drives,
and more. $1200, o.b.o. call
D.J. at 721-3974.

3-2-1

Blast off!

Ken Trevarthan/ Photo Editor

UNF student Melanie Dawson, Dr. June Main, and students Kimberlie Bowles and Robin Andrews prepare a
two stage “balloon rocket” for launching Feb. 10 on the UNF Green. The experiment, part of Dr. Main’s
Integrated Learning Environment class, demonstrates the physics of rockets to school children.

Drive someone to college
By William Flanagan
Contributing Writer

The next time you are faced
with the job of buying license
plates for your automobile, you
may want to consider paying the
extra $25 for the UNF tag. Not
only are they attractive, but the
money is given to help the 2+2
scholarship program.
Each year since 1981, the
principals of 25 public and private high schools in the greater
Jacksonville area have been able
to select one graduating senior
to participate in the FCCJ/UNF
2+2 scholarship program.
Those students who accept
the scholarship must receive an
Associate of Arts degree from
FCCJ with a 3.0 GPA to use the
scholarship’s second half at
UNF. They are then admitted
to UNF. Both colleges’ class fees
are paid in full with the money
received from the sale of the

plates.
Tag sales have supported the
program since their inception in
1988, when 519 of the tags were
sold. That number grew to 1,278
tags sold or renewed in 1992, but
increasing participation in the
program and rising tuition have
raised the cost of the program in
recent years.
“In the first few years of the
program several students opted
to attend other sch∞ls after
completing their two years at
FCCJ,” said Cathy Weglicki of
the Financial Aid Department,
“but in recent years more students have decided to take advantage of the opportunity due
mainly to the school's growing
academic reputation.”
In 1988 only 10 students used
the scholarship to attend UNF.
The number has increased to 23
in the current semester raising
the cost of the program to

$24,000, which is $4,000 more
than last year.
Of the money collected from
the sale of the plates, 70 percent
is used to pay for the students
fees, 20 percent goes to promoting the program, and the remaining 10 percent is put aside
for the future in case any problems should arise.
The failure of license plate
sales to keep pace with tuition
increases as well as growing use
of the scholarships is starting to
cause some problems, according
to Marilyn Wilson of the Student Development Office.
“Since both the tuition and
the number of students participating grows each year, it’s becoming harder and harder to
come up with enough money,”
she said. “Without a substantial
increase in tag sales, we may
have to find other means to fund
the program.”

HELP WANTED
On- campus
pizza
delivery
person
Flexible hours,
good pay + tips

Apply in person at the
food service office.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

UNF fast-pitch softball starts sophomore season
By Bill Flanagan
Contributing Writer

The UNF softball team enters its second season as defendingNAIA district-7 champions,
but the combination ofa younger
team and a tougher district could
make defending their title difficult.
Last year’s team compiled a
33-10 record and finished the
season ranked No. 16 in the
NAIA poll. Major reasons for
that success, such as All-American outfielder Suzi Ponder and
pitcher Cheri Nelson, do not
return this season, leaving many
gaps to be filled by less-experienced players. The current roster consists of only two seniors,
one junior, four sophomores and

nine freshmen, but the lack of
experience does not concern
Assistant Coach B.J. Hodges.
“I feel good about the team
this year,” she said. “We have
good players who work hard and
play well as a team.”
Perhaps the biggest concern
on the team is the pitching staff.
Neither Nelson nor Aileen
Ulloa, who combined for a 2.23
ERA, return this year. The loss
of these two players leaves the
pitching duties in the hands of
junior college transfer Brenda
Baker and freshman Laura
Baxter. However, Pitching
Coach Pete Cambell has confidence they will get the job done.
“We’ve been working with
them and they appear ready to

play at this level,” he said. Senior catcher and co-captain
Katie Mahoney agrees.
“I’ve seen a lot of improvement from the pitchers,” she said.
“I think they’ll do well.”
The defense is supported by
the return ofoutfielders Liz Voigt
and senior co-captain Kasse
Kelley, as well as sophomore
Renee Parker at third base.
“Although the infield is
young, we have plenty of experience in the outfield since Brenda
[Baker] will be helpingout when
she’s not pitching,” said Kelley.
“The key to our success is that
we all get along so well.”
Even though the team lost
their two leading batters from
last season with the departure of

Ponders (.472) and Nelson
(.382), this year’s team still packs
a punch offensively. Kelley, the
team’s leading returner at the
plate with a .360 batting average and 23 RBI, joins Parker
(.358,21), Voigt (.347,21) and
Mahoney (.342,30) to create a
productive group that should
cause problems for opposing
pitchers.
That will be important this
season since the district has expanded to four teams with the
edition of St. Thomas University and Webber College. Last
year the district was a two-team
battle between UNF and Edward Waters, but the added competition doesn’t concern the
Lady Ospreys.

UNF baseball out to fast start

By Rob Moore
Sports Editor

The more things change, the
more they stay the same. The
UNF baseball team has again
opened with a fast start.
The Ospreys have bolted out
toa4-1 start including3-0NAIA
District-7 record. UNFdestroyed
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University 17-0 and 10-0 in a
doubleheader Feb. 13 in Daytona
Beach.
The pitching staff gave up
only three hits in the slaughters.
Senior KevinOhme (2-0) threw
a one-hitter in game one and
junior Mike Windham tossed a
two-hitter in game two. Offensively, junior catcher Jerry Carpenter and senior DH Russell
Lee paced the Ospreys with three
RBI each in game one. Sopho
more third baseman Joby Birr
had two triples and three RBI in
game two.
The day before, UNF faced
the University of Tampa team
which strutted into Harmon Sta

dium with their NCAA Div. II
No. 1 ranking. The Ospreys split
the unconventional nine- inning
doubleheader losing the first
game 10-8 and winning the second 10-6. College doubleheaders are normally scheduled for
seven innings but the Feb. 11
date was rained out.
The Osprey pitching staff,
who led the NAIA in ERA in
1992, were roughed up a bit by
the top-ranked Spartans. Senior
TJ. Goelz (0-1) was chased out
of game one trailing 3-0 with
none out in the third inning.
Behind 10-3 in the bottom of
the ninth, UNF mounted a rally
scoring five runs, but a double
play with the bases loaded killed
the comeback.
“We had a tough time with
their pitcher [Gary] Graham, he
was a preseason All-American
and won 12 games for them last
year,” said Coach Dusty Rhodes.
”We really didn’t accomplish
much offensively until their reliever came in.”

Sports Briefs
Tennis Teams Stay
Unbeaten
The men’s tennis team (2-0)
triumphed Feb. 13 in Orlando as
UNF pounded the University of
Central Florida 7-2. In the season opener in Deland, Fla, the
Ospreys aced Stetson 9-0. Adam
Kework, Tom Jedlik and Casey
Cleveland, UNF’s top three
players, are undefeated in singles
action. The University of Oregon travels to UNF Feb. 19 for
the home opener. The Ospreys
travel to Tallahassee to face the
University of West Florida, the
No. 1 team in the NAIA, and
next visit cross townrival JU Feb.
23.
The Lady Ospreys (3-0)
swept a doubleheader Feb. 13
with a 5-4 victory over UCF in
Orlando and a 8-1 thumping of
Barry University, the defending
Sunshine State Conference
champions, in Winter Park later
in the day. UNF crushed Stetson
University 7-2 Feb. 9 in Deland.
Adriana Isaza, Tonya Pedata and
Heather Hyme are undefeated
in singles. The Lady Ospreys face

No. 6-ranked NAIA opponents
University of West Florida Feb.
20 in Tallahassee and Flagler
College (No. 2) Feb. 24 in St.
Augustine.

UNF golf season
begins
The UNF golf team, the
NAIA’s preseason No. 1-ranked
squad, travels to Gainesville Feb.
20-21 for the Barnett Bank Gator
Invitational. The 15-team field
includes UF, FSU, University of
Georgia, Mississippi State University, the defending Division
II National Champions Columbus College, Ga. and many others. Coach John Brooks looks
forward to the spring season.
“We’re used to winning most
of our tournaments but finishing in the top five in this tournament would be a great accomplishment. This is the best spring
schedule we’ve ever had.”
Coach Brooks said this team
is the has the most depth of any
team UNF has ever had and
hopes to win the second national championship in three
years.

In the second game, junior
Brian Tollberg (1-0) pitched 6
1/3 innings as UNF earned a 106 victory despite four Osprey
errors in the first three innings.
The Ospreys were sparked by a
nine-run fourth inning in which
junior outfielder Todd Dunn and
Birr hit homers. Junior reliever
Reenn Edmondson struck out
six batters and walked one in 2
2/3 innings.
“Reenn came in and closed
the door. He was overpowering,” Rhodes said.
“Losing him last year [foot
injury] really hurt us. He will be
a big plus this season.”
After falling behind 7-1
through eight innings in game
one, Rhodes was pleased at the
team’s tenacity to fight back. He
said the stronger competition
will help in the long run.
“It’s good for us to play somebody of that [Tampa] caliber this
early in the season. It helps us
gauge where we are, and what
we need to improve.”

“I think we can do it,”
Kelley said, when asked about
their chances of repeating as
district champions.
“We should make it all the
way to nationals this year,”
Mahoney added.

UPCOMING: The Lady
Ospreys home opener is Feb.
21, then they travel to
Melbourne, Fla. Feb. 23 to face
FloridaTech. UNFhosts Barry
University Feb. 25 and the
UNF tournament Feb. 26-28.
The tournament includes
Eckerd College, Barry University, Stetson University, West
Georgia College and North
Carolina-Wilmington in a
round-robin format.

Sports Calendar
Osprey Home Events
Feb. 19

Oregon (Men’s Tennis)
2p.m.

Feb. 20

FIT (Men's Basketball)
7:30 p.m.

Feb. 21

West Florida (Softball)
Noon DH

Feb. 25

Barry (Softball)
6 p.m. DH

Feb. 26-28

Six team Round Robin Tournament (Softball)
11 a.m.

Feb. 27

Warner Southern (Baseball)
1 p.m. DH
Eckerd (Women’s Basketball)
5:15 p.m.
Eckerd (Men’s Basketball)
7:30 p.m.

Mar. 2

Rollins (Women’s Tennis)
2:30 p.m.

Basketball tag team glad they chose UNF
By George T. Fallis
Contributing Writer

Most basketball teams,
whether in the NBA or in college, start their best players.
According to many, UNF does
not. Whenever the team has hit
a lull and needs a boost, all Coach
Zvosec has to do is look down
his bench and bring in his two
super subs.
These subs come in the form
of 6’2” junior Dorian Lee and 6’
4" junior Brian Speight. This
tandem kickstarts the UNF basketball team, as well as the home
fans at the ‘Nest’.
The exciting duo brings to
the team much-needed energy
and athletic skill. Lee specializes in aerial maneuvers such as
his elevated jumpshot and
breathtaking dunks, while
Speight gets the job done with
pressure defense and very physical low-post moves on offense.
After recent UNF victories,
Zvosec praised the talents of the
two juniors.
“Dorian is the most explosive player I’ve ever been around,
and Brian is the spearhead of our
press. He brings in tremendous
defensive intensity.”
In the first half of the recent
Rollins-UNF game, the Ospreys
fell behind quickly. Coach Z
brought in Lee and Speight, and

the comeback began. While defending at midcourt, Speight
stole the ball from a Rollins
player and passed it to Lee for an
uncontested layup.
One might ask how these
highly touted players ended up
in Osprey uniforms?
Lee was coming off an impressive sophomore year at
Bishop State Junior College in
Mobile, Ala., where he averaged 19 points, six rebounds and
four assists a game.
Speight, played his first two
years at Florida College in
Temple Terrace, Fla., and received preseason All-State honors as a freshman averaging 19
points and nine rebounds a game
as a sophomore.
Both had impressive previous seasons earning them accolades and several Division I
scholarship offers from schools
such as McNeese State, SELouisiana State and UNC-Asheville.
The two made recruiting visits to UNF on the same March
weekend in 1992, and they said
they were immediately sold on
the school. Speight and Lee were
introduced by the coaches and
said an instant bond was formed.
The coaches used some interesting techniques inconvincing Lee and Speight to commit
to UNF.

Not only did the coaches
promise the players they could
be roommates, they gave each
one a different red-carpet treatment. In Lee’s case, a special
cassette tape was made announcing an imaginary game in which
he stole the ball for a breakaway
dunk, the game-winning points
in leading UNF to the Division
II National Championship.
Speight, on the other hand, was
sent a banner/collage with pictures of himself on the UNF
campus during his recruiting
visit.
Lee and Speight both agreed
that although the treatment and
attention was great, but that
wasn’t what helped each of them
to make their final decisions.
“It was the fact that UNF
had the best compromise of athletics and academics that landed
us here. Other schools that offered us scholarships were either
too academically based or only
basketball oriented,” Lee said.
Now that the two have
reached the halfway mark in
their first season as Ospreys,
Speight added, “The academic
aspect to come here was an excellent one and the adjustment
on the basketball court is getting easier, especially now that
Coach Z is speeding our offensive tempo up.”

SPORTS
Season winding down
By Tom Kopacz
Staff Writer

UNF's men’s basketball team
is looking to the NAIA District
25 playoffs as the season winds
down, despite a disappointing
season.
Although the Ospreys do not
play a full district schedule, the
NAIA is counting UNF's Sunshine State Conference games
toward the district standings.
The men’s basketball team
has a 5-18 overall record and is
3-7 in District 25. The Ospreys
are in a dogfight with four other
schools - Brewton Parker (Ga.),
Berry (Ga.), North Georgia and
Georgia Southwestern - for the
last three places in the playoffs.
Coach Rich Zvosec said as of
Friday three teams had three
district wins, including UNF,
and two teams with four district
wins. “All we can do right now is
keep our fingers crossed.”
The chance of postseason
play rests on the Feb. 17 game at
Rollins College, after the Feb.
10 loss to Florida Southern 10288 and the Feb. 13 loss to University of Tampa 122-93. The
Osprey coaching staffhad hoped
to win one of those three games,
but Rollins, who started the season No. 1 in Division II, won’t
be easy prey.
“Our key [against Rollins] is
our defensive press,” Zvosec said.
“In our last meeting, our press
really bothered them in the first
half. Since then, we’ve turned
up the screws [defensively]. . .
We’ll press them from the opening tip.”
About the loss to Tampa,
Zvosec said the No. 7 Spartans
showed why they earned their
national ranking. “They just
t∞k us apart,” he said. “For the
first time in the past three weeks
we had a total meltdown at the
point [guard position].” Michael
Spence has taken over for Jeff
Magoon at the point.
UNF trounced St. Leo 11581 Feb. 3 to post their firstwin in

the new UNF Arena. Seven
players scored in double figures
for UNF. Aaron Nichols and
Brian Speight led the Ospreys
with 17 points each.
For the UNF women’s basketball team, no news is bad
news. Head Coach Mary Ortelee
said her team, 8-15 overall but
just 1-7 in District 25, missed
the playoffs. The Lady Ospreys
will therefore receive an eightday break after their game at
Rollins Feb. 17, as the district
women’s playoffs are scheduled
for Feb. 20-24.
“Ifwe had been in the Florida
district [7], we’d have made it,”
Ortelee said. The Lady Osprey’s
inaugural schedule included
eight nationally ranked opponents, contributing to their
downfall.
The Lady Ospreys were tied
34-34 at the half against the No.
19-ranked Lady Spartans of
Tampa, before falling 77-64 on
Feb. 13 in a game marred by
poor offensive execution. The
Lady Ospreys shot only 32 percentfrom the field. Felecia Monroe scored 18 points for UNF,
followed by Nancy Miller with
17. Ortelee said Miller played
the best of any of the Lady
Ospreys at Tampa.
UNF lost to Florida Southem 78-68. Jody Smith, who has
visibly improved since the start
of the season, scored 14, followed by Miller with 12.
“Jody took it to the hole with a
lot more authority,” Ortelee said.
The Lady Ospreys lost 69-56
to Savannah State Feb. 8 in a
game that left Ortelee furious.
After a post-game recount,
Sports Information Director
Bonnie Senappe said the Lady
Ospreys committed 31 turnovers, although Ortelee said after the game she thought her
team turned it over 40 times. “I
don’t think we can blame it on
freshman mistakes anymore,”
she said. “Eventually they’ve got
to grow out of it.”

Bird's-Eye View
By Rob Moore, Sports Editor
After back-to-back quarterback
rating titles and the NFL MVP award,
has Steve Young successfully filled
Joe Montana’s shoes?
The San Francisco players say all
the “right” things to the media and
would have you believe they have
confidence in Young as their leader.
But Γm not buying it. Not only can
Young not fill Montana’s shoes, he
can’t hold his jock.
Young replaced Montana as the
starter in 1991, and the once mighty
49ers tumbled under his command. Young was
5-5 as the starter and San Francisco finished 106 missing the playoffs for the first time since
1980. His understudy, Steve Bono guided the
team to a 5-1 record replacing the injured Young
in week 10.
Entering the 1992 season there appeared to
be a major quarterback controversy in the city
by the bay. Montana’s injury delayed his availability. Bono, who clearly outplayed Young the
previous season, fit into the system. However,
with the scrambling Young the system was forced
to adjust to him.
With Young’s scrambling style, the offensive
line didn’t know how to block for him. The
receivers felt he tucked it under and would run
too often and they didn’t know when to break off
their patterns to block for him.
In training camp, San Francisco Coach
George Siefert chose Young. Siefert made his
bed and had to sleep in it. And for most of the
1992 season, he slept like a baby.
Failing to make the playoffs the previous
season gave the 49ers a cupcake schedule in
1992 and they devoured it, posting a leagueleading 14-2 mark. Young dazzled fans with his
big passing days and incredible runs including
the memorable 49-yard gallop against the Los
Angeles Rams.
However, in the playoffs the cupcakes were
all home watching the games on the tube. When
the competition got tougher, unlike Montana,
Young folded like a tent. Against the defending
Super Bowl Champion Washington Redskins,
San Francisco survived Young's four turnovers
winning 21-17.
Against Dallas, the 49ers weren’t as lucky

when Young again accounted for
four turnovers in the 30-20 loss.
With less than five minutes to go
and trailing by seven, Montana
warmed up on the sidelines, but
Siefert’s stubbornness kept him
from yanking Young. Why? His
predecessor Bill Walsh would have
benched Young in a heartbeat and
brought in the best there’s ever
been.
The turnover bug even followed
Young all the way to Hawaii for the
Pro Bowl. Playing only half the game, Young
threw three interceptions and fumbled on the
opening drive of the overtime period leading to
the AFC’s 23-20victory. For NFC Coach George
Siefert it was deja vu.
The big statistical numbers Young churned
out in 1992 were a result of the 49ers' short
passing offense, many offensive weapons and a
weak schedule. The San Francisco system produced dividends immediately for the Minnesota Vikings (11-5) and the Green Bay Packers
(9-7) when they hired former 49ers' assistants
Dennis Green and Mike Holmgren as head
coaches.
It’s not only the system that has baffled
opposing defenses, it’s the personnel. San Francisco had five Pro Bowl players on offense. A
team loaded with fabulous players like Jerry
Rice, Brent Jones and Ricky Watters is any
quarterback’s dream. It’s scary to think of the
stats Dan Marino, Warren Moon or Troy
Aikman would ring up in that system with those
players. Cha-Ching!
Young’s main problem is his all-or-nothing
mentality. Buffalo Bill’s QB Jim Kelly is in the
same mold. Sure, Kelly isn’t as mobile to scramble
like Young, but he throws t∞ many interceptions trying to make things happen. Taking
what the defense gave was Montana’s greatest
quality. He knew the game didn’t rest on his
shoulders or on every play; often throwing the
ball away is the best play.
Don’t look for Montana in San Francisco
next year, it will again be the high-flying Steve
Young circus. But as San Francisco fans know,
when you walk the high wire it’s only a matter
of time before you fall.

Intramural Basketball Standings
Week of Feb. 7-14
Blue League 1

Wins Losses

Sweet -N- Low
COBAC
NBTT
Air Phi
Below The Rim
Sigma Chi Blue
The Plasma Donors

2
1
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
1
1
1

Blue League 2

Coach Z's Boys
Sugar Hill Gang
Team Horsley
WMD
Fab5
Fat & Sweet with Degrees
Lambda Chi Alpha

Gray League 1

Wins Losses

Black Tops
Caucasian Sensations
Hi-fives
Ospreltics
Rebels
Shooters
Sigma Chi Gold

1
1
1
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
1

1
1
1
1
0
0

0
0
1
1
1
1

Gray League 2

1
1
1
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
1
1
1

Belmont
Dreggs
Headhunters
Pi Kappa Phi Blue
Hoyas
Pi Kappa Phi White

Gray League 3
Women's League

Ken Trevarthan∕Photo Editor

Lady Osprey Vanessa Sanders scores two of her six points in the
78-68 loss to Florida Southern on Feb. 10 at UNF Arena.

Ladies of Hometeam
Lady Pi Kapp's
Lady Lambda Chi's
The Unknowns

1
1
0
0

0
0
1
1

Hoosiers
Team San Miguel
Bedrock Bombers
Lo Birds
Hometeam Heat
Hometeam Horsemen

Standings provided by Stephanie West Intramural Director

